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High visibility dissemination events

The goal of D6.5 is to assess the dissemination activities carried out throughout the duration of
COPCAMS. Table 1 shows the overall picture of the dissemination activities divided per project year and
per dissemination type. As part of ARTEMIS, the primary target group was to carry out dissemination
activities addressed to the industry. In this regard, COPCAMS actively participated to the following
international events:
• Industrial Conference Panel at IEEE International Conference on Advanced Video and SignalBased Surveillance in Aug 2013 - http://www.avss2013.org/ - Fig. 1.
• Workshop “High-Performance Predictable Embedded Systems for Cognitive Applications” at International Conference on High-Performance and Embedded Architectures and Compilers in Jan
2015 - https://www.hipeac.net/2015/amsterdam/.
• Workshop “Special Session on Large Scale Video Processing and Analysis” at the International
Conference on Advanced Concepts for Intelligent Vision Systems in Oct 2015 (http://acivs.
org/acivs2015/).
• Embedded-Vision Summit in Santa Clara, California, USA, May 2016 (www.embedded-vision.
com/summit) [109] - Fig. 2.
• ARTEMIS/ITEA Co-Summits in Stockholm Dec 2013 (https://itea3.org/co-summit-2013/
co-summit-2013.html) and in Berlin Mar 2015 (https://artemis-ia.eu/co-summit-2015/
index.html) - Fig. 3.
• Twelve invited talks. One by Anca Molnos titled “System-Level Energy Management in ManyCore Systems Utilising Distributed Speed-Power Controllers” [87]. One by Michael Tchagaspanian
titled “Smart Image Sensor for Advanced Use and New Applications” [94]. Ten by Andrea Cavallaro, titled, “Self-reconfiguring distributed vision” [73], “Privacy in the era of always-on everywhere cameras” [72], “Social cameras” [16], “Wearable and robotic camera networks” [17], “Smart
Video Data” [74], “Autonomous robotic cameras for collaborative target localization” [102], “Camera coalitions” [103], “Distributed Visual Processing” [104], “Smart vision meets communication”
[106], “Smart cameras and privacy” [105].
The Industrial Conference Panel organised by COPCAMS successfully attracted many participants
that were attending AVSS. AVSS is an annual international video and signal-based surveillance conference that brings together experts from academia, industry, and government to advance theories,
methods, systems, and applications related to surveillance. The panel was led by Andrea Cavallaro
and lasted one hour, which consisted of 30 minutes of presentations by Toygar Akgun (ASEL), Charles
Attwood (TRT-UK), Christian Fabre (CEA) and Piotr Szczuko (GUT), and 30-minute discussion with
the audience. During the question and answer session, there was the opportunity to share opinions
with the audience regarding current technologies of smart cameras (e.g. level of smartness in terms
of algorithms running on them), type of applications for industrial purposes (e.g. improve awareness
while reducing the risk of human errors, improve safety systems or traffic control), reproducible research
for distributed systems, type of hardware embedded into a camera, and what will be the difference
between the current market of smart cameras and that in the future. The slides that were used by the
panelists are publicly available at http://www.copcams.eu/?p=1065.
With regard to the workshops organised by COPCAMS, the first one was jointly organised with
the project PaPP (Portable and Predictable Performance on Heterogeneous Embedded Manycores,
http://www.papp-project.eu) and it was titled International Conference on High-Performance Predictable Embedded Systems for Cognitive Applications (HiPPES4CogApp) held during the International Conference on High-Performance and Embedded Architectures and Compilers HiPEAC in Jan
COPCAMS - 332 913
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2015. The HiPEAC conference is the premier European forum for experts in computer architecture,
programming models, compilers and operating systems for embedded and general-purpose systems. At
HiPPES4CogApp, there were one Keynote and seven invited talks. COPCAMS also presented a poster
at the “EU Project Poster Session” during HiPEAC 2015. The second workshop was jointly organised
with the project PANORAMA (http://www.panorama-project.eu/) and titled “Special Session on
Large Scale Video Processing and Analysis” at the International Conference on Advanced Concepts
for Intelligent Vision Systems (ACIVS) in 2015 (http://acivs.org/acivs2015/). ACIVS 2015 is a
conference focusing on techniques for building adaptive, intelligent, safe and secure imaging systems.
At this Special Session, two Keynotes and eight papers were presented.
COPCAMS participated at two ARTEMIS/ITEA Co-Summit, the first one was in Stockholm in
December 2013 and the second one was in Berlin in March 2015. At these two events, COPCAMS
presented the major points of the project to a delegation of officials. During the Co-Summit in Berlin
GUT gave a demonstration of the use of RFID sensors to drive a PTZ camera and QMUL presented
a poster titled “MTTV, an interactive trajectory visualisation and analysis tool” [20].
The keynote by Anca Molnos was presented at IEEE COOLCHIPS in April 2015 [87]. The keynote
by Michael Tchagaspanian was presented at ACIVS in October 2015 [94]. The invited talks by Andrea
Cavallaro were presented at IWANN in June 2015 [73], at Workshop on De-identification for privacy
protection in multimedia at IEEE FG in May 2015 [72], at VISIGRAPP in March 2015 [16], at
PERMIN in February 2015 [17], at EDF in November 2015 [74], at IEEE AVSS 2016 Workshop on
Surveillance for Location-aware Data Protection in August 2016 [102], at IEEE-EURASIP Summer
School on Signal Processing in September 2016 [103], at IEEE International Conference on Image
Processing in September 2016 [104], at Advanced Concepts for Intelligent Vision Systems in October
2016 [106], at IC1206 Training School: De-identification for privacy protection in multimedia content
in October 2016 [105].

2
2.1

Dissemination activities
Published papers

The total number of publications is 106, which are divided into 26 journal papers, 1 book chapter, 71
conference papers, 5 patents and 1 conference panel. These publications reached a broad scientific audience that spans fields of network and communication, antenna, embedded hardware and computing,
middleware, audio, image processing, computer vision, machine learning and data visualisation.
COPCAMS contributions appeared on high-impact journals and presented at high-ranked international conferences, workshops and symposiums spanning the following research fields:
Robotics: IEEE Trans. on Vehicular Technology, IEEE International Conference on Intelligent Robots
and Systems, IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation, IEEE International
Workshop on Advanced Robotics and its Social Impacts.
Image processing and Computer vision: IEEE Trans. on Image Processing, IEEE Trans. on Circuits and Systems for Video Technology, Journal of Real-Time Image Processing, Multimedia
Tools and Applications, British Machine Vision Conference, IEEE International Conference on
Image Processing, Advanced Concepts for Intelligent Vision Systems, International Conference on
Information Visualization Theory and Applications, European Conference on Computer Vision
Workshop.
Machine learning: IEEE Trans. on Evolutionary Computation, International Symposium Advances
in Artificial Intelligence and Applications, International Multiconference Information Society.
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Communication: IEEE Trans. on Wireless Communications, IEEE Communication Letters, IEEE
Communications Magazine, Ad Hoc Networks, IEEE International Conference on Communications, IEEE Signal Processing and Communications Applications Conference, IEEE International
Conference Microwaves, Radar, and Wireless Communication, ACM Multimedia Conference.
Signal processing: IEEE Trans. on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence, IEEE Sensor Journal,
IET Science, Measurement & Technology, Proc. of the International Conference on Distributed
Smart Cameras, Proc. of IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing, IEEE Conference Signal Processing Algorithms, Architectures, Arrangements and Applications, European Signal Processing Conference, IEEE Asilomar Conference on Signals Systems
and Computers, International Conference on Computer as a Tool.
Hardware optimisation: Workshop on Power and Timing Modeling, Reconfigurable Architectures
Workshop.
Middleware: International Conference on Parallel Architectures and Compilation Techniques, Workshop on Domain-Specific Language Design and Implementation, IEEE International Symposium
on Rapid System Prototyping, IEEE International Parallel and Distributed Processing Symposium, Optimization and Simulation, Workshop on OpenMP.
Embedded systems: IEEE Computer, ACM/IEEE International Conference on Compilers Architecture and Synthesis for Embedded Systems, Workshop on High Performance, Predictable Embedded Systems for Cognitive Applications, Workshop on Software and Compilers for Embedded
Systems, IEEE International Symposium on Embedded Multicore Many-core Systems-on-Chip,
International Conference on Cyber-Physical Systems.
Three patents were also produced during COPCAMS. UC sent to the Spanish Office of Patents
and Brands (OEPM) the documents for patent a method of spatial location, number application
P.201500011, in 2014. This patent will be published soon at national and international level. GUT
(MSD) registered a patent (id P.407474) of “System for monitoring objects, especially goods in the
trade facilities” by Polish Patent Office on March 20, 2014. GUT (DMAE) has a patent pending in the
Polish Patent Office (id P.408187) titled “Method of object positioning inside and outside the buildings
using radio and optical signals especially in environments with presence of optical distortions together
with realization structure”.

2.2

Joint disseminations

COPCAMS also led to several joint disseminations. A book chapter was written with the contribution
of ASEL, TRT-UK, CEA, GUT and QMUL [21]. This book chapter discusses challenges, new technologies and algorithms, applications and the evaluation of today’s technologies related to embedded
video analytics systems. This chapter was written as result of the Conference Panel at AVSS 2013
(Sec. 1). JSI and KTOR collaboration led to three publications [10, 32, 84]. In [10] they presented a
methodology for designing an automated quality-control procedure in manufacturing graphite commutators for automotive industry. [32] presents the development of an application for automated visual
detection of irregularities on commutators that are parts of vehicle’s fuel pumps. Lastly, [84] presents a
study that deals with the task of determining the surface roughness of semifinished products and proposes a computer-vision-based method for this purpose. INRIA and CEA [42] presented a framework
to manage parallelism complexity by raising the level of abstraction for designers and developers, and
refining the implementation for a particular context and platform through model transformations. The
collaboration between CTTC and IQU led to a conference publication [77], which proposes an Adaptive Cooperative Network Coding-based MAC protocol that utilises cooperative relaying and exploits
Network Coding opportunities in a Device-to-Device topology for mobile devices cellular networks.
COPCAMS - 332 913
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Table 1: Summary of Publications
Year
Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4
Total

Journals
4
12
5
5
26

Book Chapters
—
1
—
—
1

Conf. Papers
5
25
27
14
71

Posters
—
2
—
1
3

Patents
1
2
—
2
5

Total
11
42
32
22
106

Table 2: Other Dissemination Activities
Year
Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4
Total

2.3

Panels
1
—
—
—
1

Invited Talks
—
2
5
5
12

Tutorials
—
—
—
1
1

PhD thesis
1
1
—
1
3

Software
2
1
—
1
4

Videos
—
2
—
2
4

Industrial disseminations

From the industrial side, several presentations were carried out at Research Open Days. TRT-FR
presented their convolver hardware accelerator during a bi-annual Thales meeting. Several hundreds
of people were invited from the 24th to the 26th of March 2015 where there was a specific booth for a
camera that used this technology. TRT-UK gave numerous presentations on the Thales RMD during
2015, at which the COPCAMS funded aspects of its development (alert-based processing & parameter
tuning) were described. These included: three days of presentations to International, Thales Only
and VIP External visitors, at the bi-annual Thales Research Days at TRT-FR in March 2015; a
presentation to the UK Technical Directors at TRT-UK in August 2015. TECNALIA hosted internal
diffusion meetings between the different development groups working on embedded solutions to share
the acquired knowledge and put in common the different projects, achievements and solutions developed
during COPCAMS. GUT (DMAE) participated in “Technicon Innowacje” (22-23 Oct 2014 and 22-23
Oct 2015) fair where COPCAMS project was exhibited. GUT participated in H2020 “Secure societies
Information Day” (10 May 2016) in Warsaw, Poland, where GUT exhibited results of COPCAMS
project. Prof. Czyewski of GUT presented a talk on “Applications of multimedia techniques for
detection and localization of objects and events” (in Polish - simultaneous translation to English was
provided to all participants) (Fig. 4). Moreover, GUT participated in “Airfair Technology Exhibition”
(20 May 2016) in Bydgoszcz, Poland, organised by Polish Military Aviation, where GUT presented
results of COPCAMS project (Fig. 5).

2.4

Website

During COPCAMS the public website http://copcams.eu was regularly updated (via news feed RSS)
with the latest news about Workshops, release public deliverables and events where COPCAMS participated. COPCAMS website also provides general information on the project and the partners in
the consortium, gives a description of the project work packages, lists the publications and other
dissemination activities of the project.
Besides the website, COPCAMS also disseminated a number of videos to illustrate its developemnts
and achievements [47, 52, 120, 125].
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Figure 1: The COPCAMS Pannel at AVSS 2013. From left to right: Toygar Akgun, Piotr Szczuko,
Charles Atwood, Christian Fabre and Andrea Cavallaro (with mic.). Picture by Fabio Poiesi.

Figure 2: Embedded-Vision Summit in Santa Clara, California, USA, May 2-4, 2016 (www.
embedded-vision.com/summit) [109].
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Figure 3: Members of the COPCAMS Crew in ARTEMIS/ITEA Co-Summits. From left to right:
Valentin Koblar, Alexandre Guerre, Julie Foucault, Fabio Poiesi, Bogdan Filipic, Christian Fabre,
Piotr Szczuko, Juan Leandro Sanchez and Janusz.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4: “Secure societies” Information Day: a) GUT prototypes, b) PhD P. Szczuko explains details
of passive acoustic radar and RFID localisation, c) Prof. A. Czyzewski?s talk on event detection.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: “AirFair”: a) GUT prototypes, b) demonstration of a drone following object of interest with
a camera.
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The existence of multiple active sources in wireless data dissemination scenarios raises considerable
channel access issues. Although the overall goal in the network is the successful accomplishment of the
dissemination, the individual wireless nodes aim at maximizing their battery lifetime by minimizing
their particular energy consumption. Considering thus the self-centered behavior of the nodes, we anticipate to design Medium Access Control (MAC) policies in order to provide the terminals with energy
efficient solutions without compromising the dissemination completion time. In this paper, we propose
non-cooperative game theoretic channel access strategies by estimating equilibrium points that achieve
balance between conserving energy and completing the data dissemination. In particular, we present
two different MAC strategies: i) a distributed approach for ad-hoc networks, and ii) a coordinated approach for infrastructure networks, where a central controller is sporadically used to accelerate the data
dissemination. In addition, network-coded transmissions are considered to eliminate the need of control
packets exchange. Both analytical and simulation results are provided to evaluate our proposed schemes,
demonstrating the significant gains that game theoretic techniques can bring to the network performance
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Time-tiling is necessary for the efficient execution of iterative stencil computations. Classical hyperrectangular tiles cannot be used due to the combination of backward and forward dependences along
space dimensions. Existing techniques trade temporal data reuse for inefficiencies in other areas, such as
load imbalance, redundant computations, or increased control flow overhead, therefore making it challenging for use with GPUs. We propose a time-tiling method for iterative stencil computations on GPUs.
Our method does not involve redundant computations. It favors coalesced global-memory accesses, data
reuse in local/shared-memory or cache, avoidance of thread divergence, and concurrency, combining
hexagonal tile shapes along the time and one spatial dimension with classical tiling along the other
spatial dimensions. Hexagonal tiles expose multi-level parallelism as well as data reuse. Experimental
results demonstrate significant performance improvements over existing stencil compilers.
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Compilation Everywhere (DCE). Held in conjunction with the 9th HiPEAC Conference. Vienna,
Austria, Jan. 21, 2014. url: https://sites.google.com/site/dynamiccompilationeverywhere/
home/dce-2014.
Optimizing compilers are vital for performance. However, compilers ability to optimize aggressively is
limited in some cases. To address this limitation, we have developed a compiler guiding the programmer
in making small source code changes, potentially making the source code more amenable to optimization. This tool can help programmers understand what the optimizing compiler has done and suggest
automatic source code changes in cases where the compiler refrains from optimizing. We have integrated
our tool into an integrated development environment, interactively giving feedback as part of the pro-
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grammers development flow. We have evaluated our preliminary implementation and show it can guide
to a 12% improvement in performance. Furthermore the tool can be used as an interactive optimization
adviser improving the performance of the code generated by a production compiler. Here it can lead to
a 153% improvement in performance, indicating the feasibility of the tool as a performance adviser for
a production compiler.

[5] Vasileios Miliotis, Luis Alonso, and Christos Verikoukis. “CooPNC: A cooperative multicast protocol exploiting physical layer network coding”. In: Ad Hoc Networks 14 (Mar. 2014),
pp. 35–50. doi: 10.1016/j.adhoc.2013.11.004.
In this paper we present a multicast protocol for short range networks that exploits the characteristics of
physical layer network coding. In our proposed protocol, named CooPNC, we provide a novel cooperative
approach that allows collision resolutions with the use of an indirect inter-network cooperation scheme.
Through this scheme, we provide a reliable multicast protocol for partially overlapping short range
networks with low control overhead. We show that with CooPNC higher throughput and energy efficiency
are achieved, while it presents lower delay compared to state of the art multicast protocols. We provide
an overview of our protocol with a simple scenario of overlapping networks and we then generalise its
operation for a scalable scenario. Through mathematical analysis and simulations we prove that CooPNC
presents significant performance gains compared to the state of the art in multicast communications for
short range networks.

[6] Tahir Nawaz, Fabio Poiesi, and Andrea Cavallaro. “Measures of effective video tracking”.
In: IEEE Transactions on Image Processing 23.1 (Jan. 2014), pp. 5–43. doi: 10.1109/TIP.
2013.2288578.
To evaluate multitarget video tracking results, one needs to quantify the accuracy of the estimated targetsize and the cardinality error as well as measure the frequency of occurrence of ID changes. In this paper,
we survey existing multitarget tracking performance scores and, after discussing their limitations, we
propose three parameter-independent measures for evaluating multitarget video tracking. The measures
consider target-size variations, combine accuracy and cardinality errors, quantify long-term tracking
accuracy at different accuracy levels, and evaluate ID changes relative to the duration of the track
in which they occur. We conduct an extensive experimental validation of the proposed measures by
comparing them with existing ones and by evaluating four state-of-the-art trackers on challenging realworld publicly-available data sets. The software implementing the proposed measures is made available
online to facilitate their use by the research community.

[7] Tahir Nawaz, Fabio Poiesi, and Andrea Cavallaro. Measures of effective video tracking.
Open source software used in [6]. Queen Mary University of London. Jan. 2014. url: http:
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10.1109/MWC.2013.6664477.
The emergence of heterogeneous networks (HetNets) as an enabling paradigm for ubiquitous wireless
communication has further reinforced the concept of medium range cooperation among the end users.
This trend, along with the need for bidirectional communication, has triggered the design of new Network
Coding (NC)-aided Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols that benefit both the throughput and the
energy efficiency in the system. However, the vast majority of MAC protocols are usually designed and
analyzed under simplified channel models, ignoring the severe effect of realistic physical (PHY) layer
conditions on the wireless communication. In this article, we focus on the impact of correlated long-term
slow fading (shadowing) on the performance of distributed wireless systems. As a case study, we discuss
in detail the performance of a cooperative NC-aided Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) MAC protocol
under correlated shadowing conditions. Our results reveal interesting trade-offs between throughput
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and energy efficiency, highlighting the importance of considering the slow fading effect in the design of
cooperative MAC protocols.
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Society (IS 2013). Vol. A. Ljubljana, Slovenia, Oct. 7–11, 2013, pp. 55–58. url: http://is.
ijs.si/is/is2013/zborniki/Zbornik_A.pdf.
This paper presents a methodology for designing an automated quality-control procedure in manufacturing graphite commutators for automotive industry. It focuses on assessing the quality of the coppergraphite joints on the commutators, using an advanced approach involving computer vision, machine
learning and optimization. Based on the features of the captured images, classification models are built
as a basis of the quality-control procedure, and optimized with respect to their accuracy and complexity.
The preliminary results indicate that the proposed approach successfully identifies the features important
for quality assessment, but needs further improvements to be applicable in industrial production.

[11] Thierry Lepley. KernelGenius: a tool to describe image processing graphs in a natural way
for algorithm developers and optimize them for parallel architectures. Open source software,
described in [12]. STMicroelectronics. Oct. 24, 2013. url: https : / / github . com / tlepley /
KernelGenius.
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Embedded System Week 2013 (ESWeek) / International Conference on Compilers Architecture
and Synthesis for Embedded Systems (CASES). Montréal, Canada, Sept. 29–Oct. 4, 2013. doi:
10.1109/CASES.2013.6662510.
Explicitly managed memory many-cores (EMM) have been a part of the industrial landscape for the
last decade. The IBM CELL processor, general-purpose graphics processing units (GP-GPU) and the
STHORM embedded many-core of STMicroelectronics are representative examples. This class of architecture is expected to scale well and to deliver good performance per watt and per mm2 of silicon. As
such, it is appealing for application problems with regular data access patterns. However, this moves
significant complexity to the programmer who must master parallelization and data movement. High
level programming tools are therefore essential in order to allow the effective programming of EMM
many-cores to a wide class of programmers. This paper presents a novel approach designed for simplifying the programming of EMM many-core architectures. It initially addresses the image processing
application domain and has been targeted to the STHORM platform. It takes a high-level description
of the computation kernel algorithm and generates an OpenCL kernel optimized for the target architecture, while managing the parallelization and data movements across the hierarchy in a transparent
fashion. The goal is to provide both high productivity and high performance without requiring parallel
computing expertise from the programmer, nor the need for application code specialization for the target
architecture.

[13] Ivan Llopard. “Forces et faiblesses de LLVM comme générateur de code d’un DSP spécialisé”.
In: Sixièmes rencontres de la communauté française de compilation. Annecy, France, Apr. 2–4,
2013. url: http://compilation.gforge.inria.fr/2013_04_Annecy/talks.html#ivan.
Modern compilers integrate recent advances in compiler construction, intermediate representations, algorithms and programming language front-ends. Yet code generation for application-specific architectures
benefits only marginally from this trend, as most of the effort is oriented towards popular generalpurpose architectures. Historically, non-orthogonal architectures have relied on custom compiler technologies, some retargettable, but largely decoupled from the evolution of mainstream tool flows. Very
Long Instruction Word (VLIW) architectures have introduced a variety of interesting problems such as
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clusterization, packetization or bundling, instruction scheduling for exposed pipelines, long delay slots,
software pipelining, etc. These have been addressed in the literature, with a focus on the exploitation
of Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP). While these are well known solutions already embedded into
existing compilers, they rely on common hardware functionalities that are expected to be present in a
fairly large subset of VLIW architectures. We’d like to present Mephisto, a high performance low-power
application-specific processor, and discuss about the strenghts and weaknesses of LLVM as a code generator framework for this kind of processor. Mephisto is specialized enough to challenge established code
generation solutions for VLIW and DSP processors, calling for an innovative compilation flow. Interesting features such as indexed register files, parallel address generation and exposed pipeline, among other
specific functionalities, require dedicated compiler analysis and transformations in order to generate
high-quality code.

[14] Fabio Poiesi. “Multi-target tracking and performance evaluation on videos”. PhD thesis. Queen
Mary University of London, Dec. 2013. url: https : / / qmro . qmul . ac . uk / jspui / handle /
123456789/8848.
Multi-target tracking is the process that allows the extraction of object motion patterns of interest from
a scene. Motion patterns are often described through metadata representing object locations and shape
information. In the first part of this thesis we discuss the state-of-the-art methods aimed at accomplishing
this task on monocular views and also analyse the methods for evaluating their performance. The second
part of the thesis describes our research contribution to these topics. We begin presenting a method for
multi-target tracking based on track-before-detect (MTTBD) formulated as a particle filter. The novelty
involves the inclusion of the target identity (ID) into the particle state, which enables the algorithm to
deal with an unknown and unlimited number of targets. We propose a probabilistic model of particle
birth and death based on Markov Random Fields. This model allows us to overcome the problem of
the mixing of IDs of close targets. We then propose three evaluation measures that take into account
target-size variations, combine accuracy and cardinality errors, quantify long-term tracking accuracy at
different accuracy levels, and evaluate ID changes relative to the duration of the track in which they
occur. This set of measures does not require pre-setting of parameters and allows one to holistically
evaluate tracking performance in an application-independent manner. Lastly, we present a framework
for multi-target localisation applied on scenes with a high density of compact objects. Candidate target
locations are initially generated by extracting object features from intensity maps using an iterative
method based on a gradient-climbing technique and an isocontour slicing approach. A graph-based data
association method for multi-target tracking is then applied to link valid candidate target locations
over time and to discard those which are spurious. This method can deal with point targets having
indistinguishable appearance and unpredictable motion. MT-TBD is evaluated and compared with stateof-the-art methods on real-world surveillance.

Publications of Y2
[15] Riyadh Baghdadi, Javed Absar, Adam Betts, Ulysse Beaugnon, Albert Cohen,
Robert David, Alastair Donaldson, Tobias Grosser, Sven Van Haastregt, Elnar Hajiyev, Alexey Kravets, Jeroen Ketema, Michael Kruse, Anton Lokhmotov, Chandan Reddy, and Sven Verdoolaege. “PENCIL: A Platform-Neutral Compute Intermediate
Language for Parallelizing Compilation on Hardware Accelerators”. In: Workshop on High Performance, Predictable Embedded Systems for Cognitive Applications (HiPPES4CogApp 2014).
Amsterdam, The Netherlands, Jan. 22, 2015.
[16] Andrea Cavallaro. Social Cameras. Keynote lecture at International Conference on Computer
Vision, Imaging and Computer Graphics. Berlin, Germany, Mar. 11, 2015. url: http://www.
visigrapp.org//KeynoteSpeakers.aspx?y=2015.
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The pervasiveness of amateur wearable and handheld cameras has been revolutionizing the way private
and public events are captured and shared. This explosion of content from social cameras and their
shared user-generated videos offers the opportunity for new ways of analysing and timely reporting
stories that range from music concerts and sports events to disaster scenes and protests. However, this
large amount of increasingly available videos and their varying quality makes the selection and editing
very difficult thus strongly limiting the opportunity to harvest the value of these user-generated videos.
This talk will cover audio-visual methods for the automated grouping and synchronisation of multi-view
user-generated videos in unconstrained scenarios. I will present ways to align these videos on a global
timeline and show how to automatically edit them to produce a coherent final cut.

[17] Andrea Cavallaro. Wearable and robotic camera networks. Keynote lecture at International
Conference on Perception and Machine Intelligence. Kolkata, India, Feb. 26, 2015. url: http:
//www.permin.in/permin15/speakers.html.
The rapid progress in hardware, models and algorithms for smart camera networks will support the
emergence of applications for the collaborative recognition of events using networked wearable cameras
and networked camera-equipped unmanned vehicles (i.e. robotic camera networks). However, important
challenges need to be addressed to enable wearable and robotic camera networks to impact on inhome assistive technologies, search and rescue missions, disaster management, routine monitoring and
wildlife conservation. These challenges include efficient processing and decision making, adaptation to
dynamic topology changes, coordination among heterogeneous devices, and the online evaluation of task
performance. I this talk, I will discuss these challenges and present with several examples solutions from
current and recent projects.

[18] Luis Diaz and Eugenio Villar. “VIPPE: Parallel Simulation and Performance Analysis of
Complex Embedded Systems”. In: HiPPES4CogApp (High-Performance Predictable Embedded
Systems for Cognitive Applications workshop), colocated with HiPEAC 2015. Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, Jan. 20, 2015. url: http://www.copcams.eu/index.php/hipeac-workshop.
[19] Andrew O’Byrne, Charles Attwood, and Darryl Hond. “Porting and optimisation of the
Thales robust motion detector to the iMX6 platform”. In: HiPPES4CogApp (High-Performance
Predictable Embedded Systems for Cognitive Applications workshop), colocated with HiPEAC
2015. Amsterdam, The Netherlands, Jan. 20, 2015. url: http://www.copcams.eu/index.php/
hipeac-workshop.
[20] Fabio Poiesi and Andrea Cavallaro. “MTTV - An Interactive Trajectory Visualization
and Analysis Tool”. In: Proc. of Information Visualization Theory and Applications (IVAPP).
Berlin, Germany, Mar. 11–14, 2015. url: http://www.visigrapp.org.
We present an interactive visualizer that enables the exploration, measurement, analysis and manipulation of trajectories. Trajectories can be generated either automatically by multi-target tracking algorithms or manually by human annotators. The visualizer helps understanding the behavior of targets,
correcting tracking results and quantifying the performance of tracking algorithms. The input video
can be overlaid to compare ideal and estimated target locations. The code of the visualizer (C++ with
openFrameworks) is open source.

[21] Toygar Akgün, Charles Attwood, Andrea Cavallaro, Christian Fabre, Fabio Poiesi,
and Piotr Szczuko. “Human Behavior Understanding in Networked Sensing”. In: ed. by Paolo
Spagnolo, Pier Luigi Mazzeo, and Cosimo Distante. Nov. 7, 2014. Chap. Towards Cognitive and
Perceptive Video Systems, pp. 3–17. doi: 10.1007/978-3-319-10807-0_1.
In this chapter we cover research and development issues related to smart cameras. We discuss challenges,
new technologies and algorithms, applications and the evaluation of today’s technologies. We will cover
problems related to software, hardware, communication, embedded and distributed systems, multi-modal
sensors, privacy and security. We also discuss future trends and market expectations from the customer’s
point of view.
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[22] Angelos Antonopoulos, Joao Bastos, and Christos Verikoukis. “Analogue Network
Coding-aided Game Theoretic Medium Access Control Protocol for Energy-Efficient Data Dissemination”. In: IET Science, Measurement & Technology 8.6 (Nov. 2014), pp. 399–407. doi:
10.1049/iet-smt.2013.0192.
In this study, a novel medium access scheme based on analogue network coding for data dissemination
in wireless networks is presented. Following our previous work, where energy-efficient medium access
strategies based on game theory have been introduced, we propose a medium access control protocol
that exploits to the maximum the recent advances in network coding (NC) domain to enhance the
system performance. In particular, ZigZag decoding techniques are applied to resolve the data packet
collisions, whereas random linear NC is employed to eliminate the need for exchanging control packets.
The proposed protocol, evaluated by both analytical and simulation results, is proven to improve the
energy efficiency in the network without compromising the provided quality of service.

[23] Angelos Antonopoulos, Elli Kartsakli, and Christos Verikoukis. “Game Theoretic D2D
Content Dissemination in 4G Cellular Networks”. In: IEEE Communications Magazine 52.6
(June 17, 2014), pp. 125–132. doi: 10.1109/MCOM.2014.6829954. url: http://www.comsoc.
org/commag.
The widespread proliferation of mobile devices has motivated Device-to-Device (D2D) communications
as a means of cell offloading towards better Quality of Service (QoS) and higher energy efficiency.
Although Wi-Fi networks have the lion’s share regarding the D2D communications in the unlicensed
spectrum, it is uncertain whether they constitute the best option as technology evolves. In particular, the
increasing transmission data rates, the novel interference cancelation techniques, as well as the potential
of centralized network support, stress the need for new Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols, especially in content dissemination scenarios where all nodes share the same goal. In this article, we study the
suitability of Wi-Fi technology in content dissemination scenarios with multiple available source nodes,
and we propose two energy-aware game theoretic MAC strategies (a distributed and a network-assisted)
as possible alternatives. Our simulation results show the effectiveness and the flexibility of our proposed
solutions, highlighting the necessity for new MAC designs.

[24] Angelos Antonopoulos, Aris L. Lalos, Marco Di Renzo, and Christos Verikoukis.
“Cross-layer Theoretical Analysis of NC-aided Cooperative ARQ Protocols in Correlated Shadowed Environments”. In: Vehicular Technology, IEEE Transactions on 64.9 (Oct. 7, 2014),
pp. 4074–4087. doi: 10.1109/TVT.2014.2361670.
In this paper, we propose a cross-layer analytical model for the study of Network Coding (NC)-based
Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols in correlated slow faded
(shadowed) environments, where two end nodes are assisted by a cluster of relays to exchange data
packets. The goal of our work is threefold: i) to provide general Physical (PHY) layer theoretical expressions for estimating crucial network parameters (i.e., network outage probability and expected size
of the active relay set), applicable in two-way communications, ii) to demonstrate how these expressions
are incorporated in theoretical models of the upper layers (i.e., MAC), and iii) to study the performance
of a recently proposed NC-aided Cooperative ARQ (NCCARQ) MAC protocol under correlated shadowing conditions. Extensive Monte Carlo experiments have been carried out to validate the efficiency
of the developed analytical model and to investigate the realistic performance of NCCARQ. Our results
indicate that the number of active relays is independent of the shadowing correlation in the wireless links
and reveal intriguing trade-offs between throughput and energy efficiency, highlighting the importance
of cross-layer approaches for the assessment of cooperative MAC protocols.

[25] Ulysse Beaugnon, Riyadh Baghdadi, Javed Absar, Adam Betts, Albert Cohen, Alastair Donaldson, Tobias Grosser, Sven van Haastregt, Yabin Hu, Jeroen Ketema,
Alexey Kravets, Anton Lokhmotov, and Sven Verdoolaege. “PENCIL: A platformneutral intermediate language for the parallelizing compilation of DSLs”. In: Second Workshop
on Domain-Specific Language Design and Implementation (DSLDI 2014). Held in conjunction
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with SPLASH/OOPSLA 2014. Portland, OR, USA, Oct. 19–24, 2014. url: http : / / 2014 .
splashcon.org/track/dsldi2014.
[26] Eugenio Villar Bonet, Patricia Maria Martínez Mediavilla, Francisco José Alcalà
Galàn, Pablo Pedro Sànchez Espeso, and Víctor Fernàndez Solorzano. “Método y sistema de localización espacial mediante marcadores luminosos para cualquier ambiente”. Patent
ES-2543038-B2 (Spain). Universidad de Cantabria, Pabellón de Gobierno, Avda. de los Castros
s/n, 39005 Santander (Cantabria). Originaly submitted as P201500011. Dec. 23, 2014.
[27] Laust Brock-Nannestad and Sven Karlsson. “Library Support for Resource Constrained
Accelerators”. In: Proc. of the 10th International Workshop on OpenMP, IWOMP. Salvador de
Bahia, Brazil, Sept. 28–30, 2014. url: http://portais.fieb.org.br/senai/iwomp2014/
index.php.
Accelerators, and other resource constrained systems, are increasingly being used in computer systems.
Accelerators provide power efficient performance and often provide a shared memory model. However,
it is a challenge to map feature rich APIs, such as OpenMP, to resource constrained systems. In this
paper, we present a lightweight system where an accelerator can remotely execute library functions on
a host processor. The implementation takes up 750 bytes but can replace arbitrary library calls leading
to significant savings in memory foot print. We evaluate with a set of SPLASH-2 applications and show
that the impact on execution time is negligible when compared to GCCs OpenMP implementation.

[28] Duygu Büyükaydın, Toygar Akgün, Metin Aktaş, and Cengiz Erbaş. “Video İşleme
Algoritmalarının OpenCL Kullanarak GPU ve FPGA Üzerinde Veri-Paralel Gerçeklenmesi”.
In: Savunma Teknolojileri Kongresi (SAVTEK 2014). Ankara, Turkey, June 25–27, 2014. url:
http://www.savtek.metu.edu.tr.
[29] Janusz Cichowski and Andrzej Czyżewski. “Aktywny system RFID do lokalizacji i identyfikacji obiektów w wielomodalnej infrastrukturze bezpieczeństwa (Active RFID System for Objects Localization and Identification in Multimodal Surveillance Infrastructure)”. In: Przeglad
Telekomunikacyjny + Wiadomości Telekomunikacyjne (Journal of Telecommunications and Information, Technology in Polish) 2014.8-9 (July 2014). url: http : / / www . sigma - not . pl /
zeszyt-4182-przeglad-telekomunikacyjny-2014-8-9.html.
Research and implementation focused on object detection application bases on video cameras and radio
frequency identification are presented. The enhancement of the existing multimodal surveillance systems
using radio modality for robust object detection is proposed. Assumptions of the developed system
together with the background of the implementation of the hardware layer are briefly described. The
practical application and the preliminary results of the experiments are discussed.

[30] Marco Del Coco and Andrea Cavallaro. “Parallel Particle-PHD Filter”. In: Proc. of IEEE
International Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing. Florence, Italy, May 4–9,
2014. url: http://www.icassp2014.org.
The complexity of multi-target tracking grows faster than linearly with the increase of the numbers of
objects, thus making the design of real-time trackers a challenging task for scenarios with a large number
of targets. The Probability Hypothesis Density (PHD) filter is known to help reducing this complexity.
However, this reduction may not suffice in critical situations when the number of targets, dimension
of the state vector, clutter conditions and sample rate are high. To address this problem, we propose
a parallelization scheme for the particle PHD filter. The proposed scheme exploits the knowledge of
mutual interacting targets in the scene to help fragmentation and to reduce the workload of individual
processors. We compare the proposed approach with alternative parallelization schemes and discuss its
advantages and limitations using the results obtained on two multi-target tracking datasets.

[31] Luis Diaz, Eduardo González, Eugenio Villar, and Pablo Sánchez. “VIPPE: Native
Simulation and Performance Analysis Framework for Multi-Processing Embedded Systems”.
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In: Proceedings of the JCE-Sarteco 2014. Valladolid, Spain, Sept. 17–19, 2014. url: http :
//www.jornadassarteco.org.
Verifying the correctness of multi-processing embedded systems is a complex task and in addition to
that system-on-Chips (SoC) are integrating a continuously growing number of cores. Native simulation
technologies have been proposed to generate virtual platforms at the beginning of the design process,
reducing porting efforts. As with any Discrete-Event simulation technique, native simulation causes
problems when trying to take advantage of the multi-processing capabilities of current host workstations
where the simulation will be executed. Several concurrent simulated threads can be run in parallel in the
host, however, ensuring deterministic behavior requires synchronizing all of them periodically in order
to maintain causality among events. As a consequence, the number of cores that can be active during
simulation is dramatically reduced. This paper proposes a native simulation framework, called VIPPE,
which makes an efficient use of the multi-core host platform. The approach has been evaluated with a
benchmark of the PARSEC suite and the results show that the simulation speed-up (with the number
of target threads) is close to the original application speed up. This demonstrates the limited impact on
performances of the proposed simulation parallelization methodology.

[32] Erik Dovgan, Klemen Gantar, Valentin Koblar, and Bogdan Filipič. “Detection of
Irregularities on Automotive Semiproducts”. In: Proc. of the 17th International Multiconference
Information Society (IS 2014). Ljubljana, Slovenia, Oct. 6–10, 2014. url: http://is.ijs.si/
zborniki/2014_IS_CP_Volume-A_(IS).pdf.
The use of applications for automated inspection of semiproducts is increasing in various industries,
including the automotive industry. This paper presents the development of an application for automated visual detection of irregularities on commutators that are parts of vehicle’s fuel pumps. Each
type of irregularity is detected on a partition of the commutator image. The initial results show that
such an automated inspection is able to reliably detect irregularities on commutators. In addition, the
results confirm that the set of attributes used to build the classifiers for detecting individual types of
irregularities and the priority of these classifiers significantly influence the classification accuracy.

[33] Tobias Grosser, Sven Verdoolaege, Albert Cohen, and P. (Saday) Sadayappan. “The
Relation Between Diamond Tiling and Hexagonal Tiling”. In: Parallel Processing Letters 24.3
(Sept. 2014). doi: 10.1142/S0129626414410023.
[34] Nicolas Hili. “Une méthode pour le développement collaboratif de systèmes embarqués”. PhD
thesis. Université de Grenoble, Dec. 11, 2014. url: http://lig-membres.imag.fr/hili/data/
uploads/pdf/output.pdf.
Le développement des systèmes embarqués est complexe. Cette complexité a plusieurs origines. D’une
part, elle provient des caractéristiques propres des systèmes embarqués (mesure et contrôle du monde
physique, exécution sur une plate-forme physique limitée en ressources, autonomie, fiabilité, réactivité,
...) qui les distinguent des systèmes purement logiciels. D’autre part, elle est due aux fortes contraintes
industrielles auxquelles ces systèmes sont soumis : coûts et délais de développement et de fabrication,
équipes pluri-disciplinaires, certification et documentation des systèmes. Afin de maîtriser cette complexité, un certain nombre de méthodes et de langages furent proposés. Ils mettent l’accent sur une
modélisation de l’application et de la plate-forme constituant le système embarqué. Cependant, les notions de méthode et de processus de développement qui abordent le problème de description des activités
à réaliser ne sont pas bien connues dans le domaine de l’ingénierie des systèmes embarqués et les méthodes actuelles tirent peu parti de l’expérience capitalisée dans d’autres domaines d’ingénierie tels que les
systèmes d’information. L’enjeu de cette thèse est la définition, la formalisation et l’outillage d’une méthode couvrant le développement des systèmes embarqués. Pour ce faire, ces travaux ont été axés autour
de quatre contributions majeures : (1) la formalisation d’un processus guidé et d’un langage permettant
une modélisation homogène d’une application et de sa plate-forme, (2) la composition de plates-formes
complexes permettant une implémentation progressive d’une application sur sa plate-forme réelle, (3)
l’intégration de la gestion de projet et de la traçabilité couplées aux produits offrant au chef de projet
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un moyen de mesurer et de piloter l’avancement de progression, d’organiser son équipe et de paralléliser
les développements, et (4) le développement d’un outil dédié aux supports du processus, du langage et
de la gestion de projet.

[35] Nicolas Hili, Christian Fabre, Sophie Dupuy-Chessa, and Dominique Rieu. “A ModelDriven Approach for Embedded System Prototyping and Design”. In: Proc. of The IEEE International Symposium on Rapid System Prototyping (RSP). New Delhi, India, Oct. 16–17, 2014.
doi: 10.1109/RSP.2014.6966688.
Embedded System (ES) development complexity is increasing. This increase has several cumulative
sources: some are directly related to constraints on the ES themselves (dependability, compute intensive,
resource constraints) while other sources are related to the industrial context of their development
(fast prototyping, early validation, parallelization of developments). Although several Model-Driven
Engineering (MDE) processes have been proposed for ES development, most of them are not completely
formalized. This has several drawbacks that prevent their use in prototyping where iterations need to
be short and focused. Incomplete formalized processes tend to be sidestepped in these situations where
quick results are expected to be obtained with limited effort. In this paper we propose a MDE-based
process for ES development. This process precisely defines the development tasks and their impact on the
models throughout development. In particular we define iterations width and depth for the process that
allow for a fined-grained and consistent planning of developments. The short and well defined iterations
characterized by the process reduce the gap between rapid prototyping, ad-hoc methods and regular
development processes..

[36] Nicolas Hili, Christian Fabre, Ivan Llopard, Sophie Dupuy-Chessa, and Dominique
Rieu. “Model-Based Platform Composition for Embedded System Design”. In: Proc. of IEEE
8th International Symposium on Embedded Multicore Many-core Systems-on-Chip (MCSoC-14).
University of Aizu, Japan, Sept. 23–25, 2014. doi: 10.1109/MCSoC.2014.31.
Platforms are widely used to design embedded systems. They have numerous advantages: separation from
its application, industrial rationalization, standardization, division of large development teams. However,
their design complexity is growing dramatically due to several sources: the intricate combination of
parallelism and heterogeneity in modern architectures; the quest for ever low power consumption and the
diversity of sensors/actuators required by modern applications. This complexity prevents straightforward
platform design in one step and calls for gradual design by composition and improvement over existing
components. However, there is no systematic way of composing them, and there is no clear concept
suitable for platform composition. In this paper, we propose two atomic ways of composing platforms,
increment and assembly, that allow designers to build platforms gradually thanks to two concepts called
world and container.

[37] Andreas Hindborg, Pascal Schleuniger, Nicklas Bo Jensen, Maxwell Walter, Laust
Brock-Nannestad, Lars Bonnichsen, Christian W. Probst, and Sven Karlsson. “Automatic Generation of Application Specific FPGA Multicore Accelerators”. In: 48th Asilomar
conference on Signals Systems and Computers. Pacific Grove, USA, Nov. 2–5, 2014. url: http:
//www.asilomarsscconf.org.
High performance computing systems make increasing use of hardware accelerators to improve performance and power properties. For large high-performance FPGAs to be successfully integrated in such
computing systems, methods to raise the abstraction level of FPGA programming are required. In this
paper we propose a tool flow, which automatically generates highly optimized hardware multicore systems based on parameters. Profiling feedback is used to adjust these parameters to improve performance
and lower the power consumption. For an image processing application we show that our tools are able
to identify optimal performance energy trade-offs points for a multicore based FPGA accelerator.

[38] Andreas Hindborg, Pascal Schleuniger, Nicklas Jensen, and Sven Karlsson. “Hardware Realization of an FPGA Processor – Operating System Call Offload and Experiences”. In:
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Proc. of the Conference on Design and Architectures for Signal and Image Processing (DASIP
2014). Madrid, Spain, Oct. 8–10, 2014. url: http://www.ecsi.org/dasip2014/program.
Field-programmable gate arrays, FPGAs, are attractive implementation platforms for low-volume signal
and image processing applications. The structure of FPGAs allows for an efficient implementation of
parallel algorithms. Sequential algorithms, on the other hand, often perform better on a microprocessor.
It is therefore convenient for many applications to employ a synthesizable microprocessor to execute
sequential tasks and custom hardware structures to accelerate parallel sections of an algorithm. In this
paper, we discuss the hardware realization of Tinuso-I, a small synthesizable processor core that can be
integrated in many signal and data processing platforms on FPGAs. We also show how we allow the
processor to use operating system services. For a set of SPLASH-2 and SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks we
show a speedup of up to 64% over a similar Xilinx MicroBlaze implementation while using 27% to 35%
fewer hardware resources.

[39] Nicklas Bo Jensen, Sven Karlsson, Niklas Quarfot Nielsen, Gregory L. Lee, Dong
H. Ahn, Matthew Legendre, and Martin Schulz. “DySectAPI: Scalable Prescriptive Debugging”. In: Supercomputing. Portland, Oregon, USA, Nov. 16–21, 2014. url: http://sc14.
supercomputing.org/sites/all/themes/sc14/files/archive/tech_poster/tech_poster_
pages/post237.html.
We present the DySectAPI, a tool that allow users to construct probe trees for automatic, event-driven
debugging at scale. The traditional, interactive debugging model, whereby users manually step through
and inspect their application, does not scale well even for current supercomputers. While lightweight
debugging models scale well, they can currently only debug a subset of bug classes. DySectAPI fills the
gap between these two approaches with a novel user-guided approach. Using both experimental results
and analytical modeling we show how DySectAPI scales and can run with a low overhead on current
systems.

[40] Nicklas Bo Jensen, Christian W. Probst, and Sven Karlsson. “Code Commentary and
Automatic Refactorings using Feedback from Multiple Compilers”. In: Proc. of the Swedish
Workshop on Multicore Computing (MCC). Lund, Sweden, Nov. 27–28, 2014. url: http://
www.lth.se/programvaruportalen/mcc14.
Optimizing compilers are essential to the performance of parallel programs on multi-core systems. It
is attractive to expose parallelism to the compiler letting it do the heavy lifting. Unfortunately, it is
hard to write code that compilers are able to optimize aggressively and therefore tools exist that can
guide programmers with refactorings allowing the compilers to optimize more aggressively. We target
the problem with many false positives that these tools often generate, where the amount of feedback
can be overwhelming for the programmer. Our approach is to use a filtering scheme based on feedback
from multiple compilers and show how we are able to filter out 87.6% of the comments by only showing
the most promising comments.

[41] Sandeep Katragadda, Juan Carlos SanMiguel, and Andrea Cavallaro. “The costs of
fusion in smart camera networks”. In: Proc. of the International Conference on Distributed Smart
Cameras. Venice, Italy, Nov. 4–7, 2014. url: http://imagelab.ing.unimore.it/icdsc14.
The choice of the most suitable fusion scheme for smart camera networks depends on the application
as well as on the available computational and communication resources. In this paper we discuss and
compare the resource requirements of five fusion schemes, namely centralised fusion, flooding, consensus,
token passing and dynamic clustering. The Extended Information Filter is applied to each fusion scheme
to perform target tracking. Token passing and dynamic clustering involve negotiation among viewing
nodes (cameras observing the same target) to decide which node should perform the fusion process
whereas flooding and consensus do not include this negotiation. Negotiation helps limiting the number
of participating cameras and reduces the required resources for the fusion process itself but requires
additional communication. Consensus has the highest communication and computation costs but it is
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the only scheme that can be applied when not all viewing nodes are connected directly and routing
tables are not available.

[42] Ivan Llopard, Albert Cohen, Christian Fabre, and Nicolas Hili. “A Parallel Action
Language for Embedded Applications and its Compilation Flow”. In: Proc. of 17th International Workshop on Software and Compilers for Embedded Systems. Schloss Rheinfels, St. Goar,
Germany, June 10–11, 2014. doi: 10.1145/2609248.2609257. url: http://www.scopesconf.
org/scopes-14.
The complexity of Embedded System (ES) development is increasing dramatically. This has several
cumulative sources: the intricate combination of data-intensive, computational and control aspects; the
ubiquity of parallelism and heterogeneity of modern architectures; and the diversity of target- specific,
non-deterministic programming models (e.g., C++ with explicit message passing, OpenCL, VHDL).
Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) proposes to manage complexity by raising the level of abstraction
for designers and developers, and refining the implementation for a particular context and platform
through model transformations. In such frameworks, behavior is often specified by means of Hierarchical
State Machines (HSMs) equiped with an action language. However, although such models represent
some level of control parallelism through objects and HSMs, data parallelism, compound data, and
the exploitation and optimization thereof remains very limited. In this paper, we propose an action
language that seamlessly combines HSMs with data parallelism and operations on compound data. It
preserves the expressivity of HSM and captures a layout-neutral description of data organisation. It also
extends message-passing with an intuitive semantics for this additional paralellism and provides strong
foundation for array-based optimisation techniques. We present this language together with a baseline
code generation flow to enable the production of efficient, low-level imperative code.

[43] Prodromos Mekikis, Angelos Antonopoulos, and Christos Verikoukis. “Wireless Energy Harvesting in Two-Way Network Coded Cooperative Communications: A Stochastic Approach for Large Scale Networks”. In: IEEE Communication Letters 18.6 (June 6, 2014), pp. 1011–
1014. doi: 10.1109/LCOMM.2014.2320926.
In this letter, we study the performance of network coding (NC)-aided cooperative communications in
large scale networks, where the relays are able to harvest energy emitted by wireless transmissions. In
particular, we derive theoretical expressions for key network performance metrics, i.e., the probability of
successful data exchange and the network lifetime gain. The proposed analytical expressions are verified
via extensive Monte Carlo simulations, demonstrating the potential benefits of the energy harvested by
the wireless transmissions.

[44] Prodromos-Vassilios Mekikis, Elli Kartsakli, Angelos Antonopoulos, Aris Lalos, and
Luis Alonso. “Two-tier Cellular Random Network Planning for Minimum Deployment Cost”.
In: Proc. of the 2014 IEEE International Conference on Communications (ICC). Sydney, Australia, June 10–14, 2014. url: http://icc2014.ieee-icc.org.
Random dense deployment of heterogeneous networks (HetNets), consisting of macro base stations (BS)
and small cells (SC), can provide higher quality of service (QoS) while increasing the energy efficiency
of the cellular network. In addition, it is possible to achieve lower deployment cost and, therefore,
maximize the benefits for the network providers. In this paper, we propose a novel method to determine
the minimum deployment cost of a two-tier heterogeneous cellular network using random deployment.
After deriving the coverage probability of the two-tier deployment by using stochastic geometry tools, we
identify the tier intensities that provide the minimum deployment cost for a given coverage probability.
Extensive simulations verify the existence of a unique set of intensities for different coverage constraints.

[45] Raul Mohedano, Andrea Cavallaro, and Narciso Garcia. “Camera localization using
trajectories and maps”. In: IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence
36.4 (Apr. 1, 2014), pp. 684–697. doi: 10.1109/TPAMI.2013.243.
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We propose a new Bayesian framework for automatically determining the position (location and orientation) of an uncalibrated camera using the observations of moving objects and a schematic map of
the passable areas of the environment. Our approach takes advantage of static and dynamic information on the scene structures through prior probability distributions for object dynamics. The proposed
approach restricts plausible positions where the sensor can be located while taking into account the
inherent ambiguity of the given setting. The proposed framework samples from the posterior probability
distribution for the camera position via data driven MCMC, guided by an initial geometric analysis
that restricts the search space. A Kullback-Leibler divergence analysis is then used that yields the final
camera position estimate, while explicitly isolating ambiguous settings. The proposed approach is evaluated in synthetic and real environments, showing its satisfactory performance in both ambiguous and
unambiguous settings.

[46] Tahir Nawaz, Fabio Poiesi, and Andra Cavallaro. “Assessing Tracking Assessment Measures”. In: Proc. of IEEE Int. Conference on Image Processing (ICIP). Paris, France, Oct. 27–
30, 2014. url: http://icip2014.wp.mines-telecom.fr.
We propose a methodology to quantitatively compare the relative performance of tracking evaluation
measures. The proposed methodology is based on determining the probabilistic agreement between
tracking result decisions made by measures and those made by humans. We use tracking results on
publicly available datasets with different target types and varying challenges, and collect the judgments
of 90 skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled human subjects using a web-based performance assessment test.
The analysis of the agreements allows us to highlight the variation in performance of the different
measures and the most appropriate ones for the various stages of tracking performance evaluation.

[47] Tahir Nawaz, Fabio Poiesi, and Andra Cavallaro. Measures of Effective Video Tracking.
Online video, illustration of [6]. Nov. 18, 2014. url: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
pp8HQEQ-INU.
[48] Ayoub Nouri, Anca Molnos, Marius Bozga, Julien Mottin, Arnaud Tonda, Saddek
Bensalem, and François Pacull. A Model-Based Approach for Rapid Prototyping of Parallel
Applications on Many-Core. Poster presented at the 51st Design Automation Conference in San
Francisco, USA https://dac.com/content/51st-dac-0. June 1–5, 2014.
Rapid prototyping of highly parallel applications on many-core platforms is extremely challenging. We
present an automated analysis and code generation flow for implementing high-level KPN models on
STHORM, an embedded 64-core computing fabric developed by STMicroelectronics. The flow is modelbased with sound semantical basis and enables formal verification and performance analysis at different
stages. The target for code generation is the MCAPI programming standard which has been ported
on STHORM. Currently, the flow is fully operational. We report concrete results obtained on imageprocessing algorithms and illustrate the potential benefits of the flow for exploring implementation
trade-offs.

[49] Krzysztof Nyka, Łukasz Kulas, and Przemysław Woźnica. “Sposób lokalizacji osób i/lub
obiektów wewnątrz i/lub na zewnątrz budynków drogą komunikacji optycznej i radiowej, zwłasz-cza w warunkach zakłóceń optycznych oraz układ do realizacji tego sposobu”. Patent P.408187
(Poland). Gdańsk University of Technology. May 12, 2014.
[50] Fabio Poiesi and Andrea Cavallaro. “Predicting and Recognizing Interactions in Public
Spaces”. In: Journal of Real-Time Image Processing 10.4 (May 15, 2014), pp. 785–803. doi:
10.1007/s11554-014-0428-8.
We present an extensive survey of methods for recognizing human interactions and propose a method
for predicting rendezvous areas in observable and unobservable regions using sparse motion information.
Rendezvous areas indicate where people are likely to interact with each other or with static objects (e.g.,
a door, an information desk or a meeting point). The proposed method infers the direction of movement by calculating prediction lines from displacement vectors and temporally accumulates intersecting
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locations generated by prediction lines. The intersections are then used as candidate rendezvous areas
and modeled as spatial probability density functions using Gaussian Mixture Models. We validate the
proposed method to predict dynamic and static rendezvous areas on real-world datasets and compare it
with related approaches.

[51] Fabio Poiesi and Andrea Cavallaro. “Tracking Multiple High-Density Homogeneous Targets”. In: IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems for Video Technology 25.4 (July 30, 2014),
pp. 623–637. doi: 10.1109/TCSVT.2014.2344509.
We present a framework for multi-target detection and tracking that infers candidate target locations
in videos containing a high density of homogeneous targets. We propose a gradient-climbing technique
and an isocontour slicing approach for intensity maps to localize targets. The former uses Markov
Chain Monte Carlo to iteratively fit a shape model onto the target locations, whereas the latter uses
the intensity values at different levels to find consistent object shapes. We generate trajectories by
recursively associating detections with a hierarchical graphbased tracker on temporal windows. The
solution to the graph is obtained with a greedy algorithm that accounts for false positive associations.
The edges of the graph are weighted with a likelihood function based on location information. We
evaluate the performance of the proposed framework on challenging datasets containing videos with
high density of targets and compare it with six alternative trackers.

[52] Fabio Poiesi and Andrea Cavallaro. Tracking Multiple High-Density Homogeneous Targets.
Online video, illustration of [51]. Nov. 23, 2014. url: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
zNuabwxDBHk.
[53] Fabio Poiesi and Andrea Cavallaro. Tracking Multiple High-Density Homogeneous Targets.
Open source software used in [51]. Queen Mary University of London. July 2014. url: http:
//www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/~andrea/thdt.html.
[54] Tiana Rakotovao, Maxime Louvel, Anca Molnos, Julien Mottin, and François Pacull. Distributed Coordination of Sub-systems Power-modes and Software-modes. Poster presented at the 5th International Conference on Cyber-Physical Systems (ICCPS) in Berlin, Germany. Apr. 14–17, 2014. url: http://iccps.acm.org/2014.
Energy management is essential for cyber-physical systems. Such systems typically consist of several
sub-systems that may communicate. Hardware used in these sub-systems often has several power-modes
that can be controlled to consume less energy. However, to-date, the decision of power-mode does not
consider neither the external context of the system, nor the software-modes which involve on the QoS
of the system. To address this problem, we propose a loosely coupled and distributed framework that
selects the appropriate sub-systems power-modes, regarding both external context (e.g. GPS location,
ambient temperature, information from external applications) and software-modes. The framework is
based on the LINC coordination middleware. It is evaluated in a vehicle obstacle perception application
running on the STHORM platform, a manycore SoC. Depending on the vehicle location and speed,
the application has different software-mode and processing requirements. This information is used to
scale the power-mode of STHORM in order to reduce energy consumption. The results have shown that
significant power-saving can be realized by considering external context. The loosely coupled approach
of LINC simplifies the integration of any sub-systems into the framework. In addition, through its goaldriven production rules, LINC allows to easily coordinate the whole system and to adapt it to the
external context.

[55] Juan Carlos SanMiguel and Andrea Cavallaro. “Cost-Aware Coalitions for Collaborative
Tracking in Resource-Constrained Camera Networks”. In: IEEE Sensors Journal 15.5 (Nov. 4,
2014), pp. 2657–2668. doi: 10.1109/JSEN.2014.2367015.
We propose an approach to create camera coalitions in resource-constrained camera networks and demonstrate it for collaborative target tracking. We cast coalition formation as a decentralized resource allocation process where the best cameras among those viewing a target are assigned to a coalition based
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on marginal utility theory. A manager is dynamically selected to negotiate with cameras whether they
will join the coalition and to coordinate the tracking task. This negotiation is based not only on the
utility brought by each camera to the coalition, but also on the associated cost (i.e. additional processing
and communication). Experimental results and comparisons using simulations and real data show that
the proposed approach outperforms related state-of-the-art methods by improving tracking accuracy
in cost-free settings. Moreover, under resource limitations, the proposed approach controls the tradeoff
between accuracy and cost, and achieves energy savings with only a minor reduction in accuracy.

[56] Juan Carlos SanMiguel, Christian Micheloni, Karen Shoop, Gian Luca Foresti, and
Andrea Cavallaro. “Self-Reconfigurable Smart Camera Networks”. In: IEEE Computer 47.5
(May 20, 2014), pp. 67–73. doi: 10.1109/MC.2014.133.
Camera networks that reconfigure while performing multiple tasks have unique requirements, such as
concurrent task allocation with limited resources, the sharing of data among fields of view across the
network, and coordination among heterogeneous devices.

[57] Grzegorz Szwoch. “Parallel Background Subtraction in Video Streams using OpenCL on GPU
Platforms”. In: 18th IEEE Conference SPA 2014, Signal Processing, Algorithms, Architectures,
Arrangements, and Applications. Poznan, Poland, Sept. 22–24, 2014. url: http://150.254.
27.110.
Implementation of the background subtraction algorithm using OpenCL platform is presented. The
algorithm processes live stream of video frames from the surveillance camera in on-line mode. Processing
is performed using a host machine and a parallel computing device. The work focuses on optimizing
an OpenCL algorithm implementation for GPU devices by taking into account specific features of the
GPU architecture, such as memory access, data transfers and work group organization. However, the
algorithm is intended to be used on any OpenCL compliant devices, including DSP and FPGA platforms.
Various optimizations of the algorithm are presented and tested using a number of devices with varying
processing power. The main aim of the work is to determine which optimizations are essential for ensuring
on-line video processing in the surveillance system.

[58] Syed Fahad Tahir and Andrea Cavallaro. “Cost-Effective Features for Reidentification in
Camera Networks”. In: IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems for Video Technology 24.8
(Feb. 11, 2014), pp. 1362–1374. doi: 10.1109/TCSVT.2014.2305511.
Networks of smart cameras share large amounts of data to accomplish tasks such as reidentification.
We propose a feature-selection method that minimizes the data needed to represent the appearance of
objects by learning the most appropriate feature set for the task at hand (person reidentification). The
computational cost for feature extraction and the cost for storing the feature descriptor are considered
jointly with feature performance to select cost-effective good features. This selection allows us to improve
intercamera reidentification while reducing the bandwidth that is necessary to share data across the
camera network. We also rank the selected features in the order of effectiveness for the task to enable a
further reduction of the feature set by dropping the least effective features when application constraints
require this adaptation. We compare the proposed approach with state-of-the-art methods on the iLIDS
and VIPeR datasets and show that the proposed approach considerably reduces network traffic due to
intercamera feature sharing while keeping the reidentification performance at an equivalent or better
level compared with the state of the art.

[59] Özge Ünel and Toygar Akgün. “OpenCL Implementation of Unsharp Filtering on GPU
and FPGA”. In: Proc. of the 22nd IEEE Signal Processing and Communications Applications
Conference (SIU 2014). Karadeniz Technical University, Trabzon, Turkey, Apr. 23–25, 2014.
url: http://siu2014.ktu.edu.tr.
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the performance of two dimensional multi-threaded linear
filtering process on the GPU and FPGA platforms. To obtain the implementation on varying platforms,
OpenCL API is used. OpenCL provides platform independent programming advantage. The results on
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three different platforms are compared to each other within this scope. These platforms are CPU, GPU,
and FPGA. With changing filter and video frame sizes, varying processing times on these platforms are
observed, and platform dependent advantages/disadvantages are studied.

[60] Maxwell Walter and Sven Karlsson. “Testing Infrastructure for Operating System Kernel Development”. In: Proc. of the Swedish Workshop on Multicore Computing (MCC). Lund,
Sweden, Nov. 27–28, 2014. url: http://www.lth.se/programvaruportalen/mcc14.
Testing is an important part of system development, and to test effectively we require knowledge of the
internal state of the system under test. Testing an operating system kernel is a challenge as it is the
operating system that typically provides access to this internal state information. Multi-core kernels pose
an even greater challenge due to concurrency and their shared kernel state. In this paper, we present a
testing framework that addresses these challenges by running the operating system in a virtual machine,
and using virtual machine introspection to both communicate with the kernel and obtain information
about the system. We have also developed an in-kernel testing API that we can use to develop a suite
of unit tests in the kernel. We are using our framework for for the development of our own multi-core
research kernel.

[61] Maxwell Walter and Sven Karlsson. “Unit Testing Framework for Operating System Kernels”. In: Poster at the USENIX Symposium on Operating Systems Design and Implementation
(OSDI). Broomfield, CO, USA, Oct. 6–8, 2014. url: http : / / orbit . dtu . dk / services /
downloadRegister/104321268/poster_A0.pdf.
[62] Przemysław Woźnica, Michal Tarkowski, Marek Plotka, and Łukasz Kulas. “RF
Indoor Positioning System Supported by Wireless Computer Vision Sensors”. In: Proc. of Microwaves, Radar, and Wireless Communication (MIKON) 20th IEEE International Conference.
Gdansk, Poland, June 16–18, 2014. doi: 10.1109/MIKON.2014.6899996.
In this paper the possibility of increase the accuracy of RF fingerprinting indoor tracking system by
the use of additional information from simple vision system is examined. As the distances in signal
space differs from ones in real environment the ambiguity in decision process of fingerprinting algorithm
can occur when set of closest distances between tag and map points in signal space corresponds to big
distances differences in environment. The additional information from vision system is utilize to resolve
which of possible locations should be chosen as correct one. In paper localization system is described
and experimental results are presented as the evaluation of system performance.

Publications of Y3
[63] Salma Bergaoui, Ivan Llopard, Nicolas Hili, Christian Fabre, and Fayçal Benaziz.
“Efficient Embedded System Development: An Integrated Workbench for Modeling and Project
Management”. In: Proc. of the 8th Embedded Real-Time Software and Systems Congress (ERTS2
2016). Toulouse, France, Jan. 27–29, 2016. url: https://hal-cea.archives-ouvertes.fr/
cea-01236474.
[64] J.P. Nielsen and S. Karlsson. “A scalable lock-free hash table with open addressing”. In: Proc.
of the 21st ACM SIGPLAN Symposium on Principles and Practice of Parallel Programming
(PPoPP 2016). Barcelona, Spain, Mar. 12–16, 2016. url: http://hpca22.site.ac.upc.edu.
Concurrent data structures synchronized with locks do not scale well with the number of threads.
As more scalable alternatives, concurrent data structures and algorithms based on widely available,
however advanced, atomic operations have been proposed. These data structures allow for correct and
concurrent operations without any locks. In this paper, we present a new fully lock-free open addressed
hash table with a simpler design than prior published work. We split hash table insertions into two
atomic phases: first inserting a value ignoring other concurrent operations, then in the second phase
resolve any duplicate or conflicting values. Our hash table has a constant and low memory usage that
is less than existing lock-free hash tables at a fill level of 33% and above. The hash table exhibits good
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cache locality. Compared to prior art, our hash table results in 16% and 15% fewer L1 and L2 cache
misses respectively, leading to 21% fewer memory stall cycles. Our experiments show that our hash table
scales close to linearly with the number of threads and outperforms, in throughput, other lock-free hash
tables by 19%.

[65] Piotr Szczuko. “Simple Gait Parameterization and 3D Animation for Anonymous Visual Monitoring Based on Augmented Reality”. In: Multimedia Tools and Applications 75.17 (2016),
pp. 10561–10581. issn: 1380-7501. doi: 10.1007/s11042-015-2874-0.
The article presents a method for video anonymization and replacing real human silhouettes with virtual
3D figures rendered on a screen. Video stream is processed to detect and to track objects, whereas
anonymization stage employs animating avatars accordingly to behavior of detected persons. Location,
movement speed, direction, and person height are taken into account during animation and rendering
phases. This approach requires a calibrated camera, and utilizes results of visual object tracking. A
procedure for transforming objects visual features and bounding boxes into gait parameters for animated
figures is presented. Conclusions and future work perspectives are provided.

[66] Sven Verdoolaege and Albert Cohen. “Live Range Reordering”. In: 6th Workshop on Polyhedral Compilation Techniques (IMPACT). Associated with HiPEAC 2016. Prague, Czech Republic, Jan. 19, 2016. url: http://impact.gforge.inria.fr/impact2016.
[67] Metin Aktaş, Toygar Akgün, Duygu Büyükaydin, and Hüseyin Özkan. “Acoustic
Direction Finding Under High Reverberation (Yüksek Yankılama Altında Akustik Yön Bulma)”.
In: Proc. of the 23nd IEEE Signal Processing and Communications Applications Conference
(SIU 2015). İnönü University, Malatya, Turkey, May 16–19, 2015. doi: 10.1109/SIU.2015.
7130138. url: http://siu2015.inonu.edu.tr.
One of the major challanges for acoustic source localization is to eliminate the multipath distortions
due to the reverberation. In this paper, we propose a novel direction finding method that is robust to
multipath distortions. Since we do not make any stochastic and sparseness assumptions regarding the
underlying signal source, our method can be applied to a wide range of wideband acoustic signals. In
particular, we introduce a novel approach to extract the signal portions that are not distorted with
multipath signals and noise. Hence, the DOA estimation can be performed without being affected from
the reverberation. Simulation results show that the proposed method reliably estimates the source
direction even under the significantly high reverberation conditions.

[68] Metin Aktaş, Toygar Akgün, and Hüseyin Özkan. “Acoustic Direction Finding In Highly
Reverberant Environment With Single Acoustic Vector Sensor”. In: Proc. of the 23rd European
Signal Processing Conference (EUSIPCO 2015). Nice, France, Aug. 31–Sept. 4, 2015. doi: 10.
1109/EUSIPCO.2015.7362795. url: http://www.eusipco2015.org.
We propose a novel wideband acoustic direction finding method for highly reverberant environments
using measurements from a single Acoustic Vector Sensor (AVS). Since an AVS is small in size and
can be effectively used within the full acoustic frequency bands, the proposed solution is suitable for
wideband acoustic source localization. In particular, we introduce a novel approach to extract the signal
portions that are not distorted with multipath signals and noise. We do not make any stochastic and
sparseness assumptions regarding the underlying signal source. Hence, our approach can be applied to a
wide range of wideband acoustic signals. We present experiments with acoustic signals that are specially
exposed to long reverberations, where the Signal-to-Noise Ratio is as low as 0 dB. In these experiments,
the proposed method reliably estimates the source direction with less than 5 degrees of error even under
the introduced significantly high reverberation conditions.

[69] Riyadh Baghdadi, Ulysse Beaugnon, Albert Cohen, Tobias Grosser, Michael Kruse,
Chandan Reddy, Sven Verdoolaege, Mohammed Javed Absar, Sven Van Haastregt,
Alexey Kravets, Anton Lokhmotov, Robert David, Elnar Hajiyev, Adam Betts,
Alastair Donaldson, and Jeroen Ketema. “PENCIL: a Platform-Neutral Compute InterCOPCAMS - 332 913
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mediate Language for Accelerator Programming”. In: Proc. of The 24th International Conference
on Parallel Architectures and Compilation Techniques (PACT 2015). San Francisco, California,
USA, Oct. 18–21, 2015. url: https://sites.google.com/a/lbl.gov/pact2015.
[70] Lars Bonnichsen and Artur Podobas. “Using Transactional Memory to Avoid Blocking in OpenMP Synchronization Directives”. In: OpenMP: Heterogenous Execution and Data
Movements, Proc. of the 11th International Workshop on OpenMP (IWOMP). Ed. by Christian Terboven, Bronis R. de Supinski, Pablo Reble, Barbara M. Chapman, and Matthias S.
Müller. Aachen, Germany: Springer, Oct. 1–2, 2015, pp. 149–161. isbn: 978-3-319-24595-9. doi:
10.1007/978-3-319-24595-9_11. url: http://www.iwomp2015.rwth-aachen.de.
[71] M.-A. Burcklen, F. Diaz, F. Leprêtre, J. Rollin, A. Delboulbé, M.-S. L. Lee, B.
Loiseaux, A. Koudoli, S. Denel, P. Millet, F. Duhem, F. Lemonnier, H. Sauer, and F.
Goudail. “Experimental demonstration of extended depth-of-field f/1.2 visible High Definition
camera with jointly optimized phase mask and real-time digital processing”. In: Journal of the
European Optical Society - Rapid publications 10 (Oct. 21, 2015), pp. 1–6. issn: 1990-2573. doi:
10.2971/jeos.2015.15046.
Increasing the depth of field (DOF) of compact visible high resolution cameras while maintaining high
imaging performance in the DOF range is crucial for such applications as night vision goggles or industrial
inspection. In this paper, we present thppe end-to-end design and experimental validation of an extended
depth-of-field visible High Definition camera with a very small f-number, combining a six-ring pyramidal
phase mask in the aperture stop of the lens with a digital deconvolution. The phase mask and the
deconvolution algorithm are jointly optimized during the design step so as to maximize the quality of
the deconvolved image over the DOF range. The deconvolution processing is implemented in real-time
on a Field-Programmable Gate Array and we show that it requires very low power consumption. By
mean of MTF measurements and imaging experiments we experimentally characterize the performance
of both cameras with and without phase mask and thereby demonstrate a significant increase in depth
of field of a factor 2.5, as it was expected in the design step.

[72] Andrea Cavallaro. Privacy in the era of always-on everywhere cameras. Keynote lecture at
Workshop on De-identification for privacy protection in multimedia in IEEE FG. Ljubljana,
Slovenia, May 4, 2015. url: http://luks.fe.uni-lj.si/deident/keynote-speakers.
Video capturing devices are everywhere. Most of them are always on. Miniature high-quality cameras
are increasingly worn by people, mounted on handlebars, dashboards and micro-drones, omnipresent in
hallways, elevators, streets and stores; and in your smartphone. The pervasiveness of cameras in public
places is offering incredible opportunities to improve our safety and quality of life, while at the same time
posing important societal challenges. Enabling video-based applications and services while protecting
privacy is a major interdisciplinary challenge that must be addressed to adapt to increased capabilities
of technology and changing demands from citizens. In this talk I will cover multimedia applications that
extract information from images, videos and camera networks as well as privacy constraints to be taken
into account in the design of video-based systems. I will discuss basic principles and several application
examples, and conclude with a set of open research questions.

[73] Andrea Cavallaro. Self-reconfiguring distributed vision. Plenary talk at International work
conference on artificial neural networks (IWANN). Palma de Mallorca, May 11, 2015. url:
http://iwann.ugr.es/2015/iwann15.php?menu=program&sub=plenaries.
Assistive technologies, environmental monitoring, search and rescue operations, security and entertainment applications will considerably benefit from the sensing capabilities offered by emerging networks of
wireless cameras. These networks are composed of cameras that may be wearable or mounted on robotic
platforms and can autonomously sense, compute, decide and communicate. These cameras and their
vision algorithms need to adapt their hardware and algorithmic parameters in response to unknown or
dynamic environments and to changes in their task(s), i.e. they need to self-reconfigure. Cooperation
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among the cameras may lead to adaptive and task-dependent visual coverage of a scene or to increased
robustness and accuracy in object localization under varying poses or illumination conditions. In this
talk I will cover challenges and current solutions in self-reconfiguring distributed vision using networks
of wireless cameras. In particular, I will discuss how cameras may learn to improve their performance.
Moreover, I will present recent methods that allow cameras to move and to interact locally forming
coalitions adaptively in order to provide coordinated decisions under resource and physical constraints.

[74] Andrea Cavallaro. Smart Video Data. Keynote lecture at European Data Forum. Luxembourg, Nov. 16, 2015. url: http://2015.data-forum.eu/program/keynotes.
Video capturing devices are ubiquitous. Cameras with microphones are increasingly worn by people,
mounted on dashboards and micro-drones; installed in hallways, streets and stores. In this talk I will
cover techniques that automatically extract actionable information from videos and camera networks to
learn patterns of behaviour, to detect anomalies and to help predict intentions. I will focus on recent
applications that are offering extraordinary opportunities to improve our businesses, safety and quality
of life; discuss the associated scientific challenges and privacy implications.

[75] Henri-Pierre Charles. “Binary Code Generation for Multimedia Application on Embedded
Platforms”. In: Proc. of Advanced Concepts for Intelligent Vision Systems (ACIVS 2015). Catania, Italy, Oct. 26–29, 2015. url: http://acivs.org/acivs2015.
Multimedia applications such as video compression, image processing, face recognition, run now on embedded platforms. The huge computing power needed is provided by the evolution of the transistor density and by using specialized accelerators. Theses accelerators are supported by multimedia instructions
set. Using theses complex instructions can be a nightmare for the engineer because there is many way to
program it, quality of the compiler support can be random depending on the couple compiler/platform
and worse, performances can be data dependent. Using libraries can be an option if such library exist
and provide enough performances. In this talk I’ll illustrate the difficulty to generate binary code for
this application domain by practical example of code generation. Then I’ll show a tool deGoal which is
developed in house to resolve these problems.

[76] Janusz Cichowski, Lisowski Karol, Szczuko Piotr, and Andrzej Czyżewski. “Zdalny
zintegrowany moduł nadzoru radiowo-wizyjnego (An integrated module for remote radio and
visual monitoring)”. In: Krajowe Sympozjum Telekomunikacji i Teleinformatyki (KSTiT 2015).
Kraków, Poland, Sept. 13–16, 2015. url: http://kstit2015.kt.agh.edu.pl.
[77] Eftychia Datsika, Angelos Antonopoulos, Nizar Zorba, and Christos Verikoukis.
“Adaptive Cooperative Network Coding based MAC protocol for Device-to-Device Communication”. In: IEEE Proc. of International Conference on Communications (ICC 2015). London,
UK, June 8–12, 2015, pp. 6996–7001. url: http://icc2015.ieee-icc.org.
Device-to-Device (D2D) communication allows the direct connection of mobile devices in a cellular
network. In D2D networking, cooperative communication is inherent due to the proximity of the devices
that are able to overhear and forward information. Particularly, adjacent devices can act as relays and
assist the communication of other devices. Network Coding (NC) can further increase the cooperation
gains, since a number of packets can be encoded and transmitted together. However, the contention
among multiple relays causes channel access issues that must be regulated by effective Medium Access
Control (MAC) protocols. In this context, we propose an Adaptive Cooperative Network Coding-based
MAC (ACNC-MAC) protocol that utilizes cooperative relaying and exploits NC opportunities in a D2D
topology. Both analytical and simulation results show that the proposed protocol is advantageous in
terms of energy efficiency without sacrificing the Quality of Service (QoS).

[78] Andreas Erik Hindborg, Lars Frydendal Bonnichsen, Nicklas Bo Jensen, Laust
Brock-Nannestad, Christian W Probst, and Sven Karlsson. “An Adaptive Framework
for Imaging Systems”. In: Proc. of Advanced Concepts for Intelligent Vision Systems (ACIVS
2015). Catania, Italy, Oct. 26–29, 2015. url: http://acivs.org/acivs2015.
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Computer vision and video processing systems handle large amounts of data with varying spatial and
temporal resolution and multiple imaging modalities. The current best practice is to design video processing systems with an overcapacity, which avoids underperforming in the general case, but wastes
resources. In this work we present an adaptive framework for imaging systems that aims at minimizing
waste of resources. Depending on properties of the processed images, the system dynamically adapts
both the implementation of the processing system and properties of the underlying hardware.

[79] Andreas Erik Hindborg, Nicklas Bo Jensen, Pascal Schleuniger, and Sven Karlsson.
“State of the Akvario Project”. In: 6th Workshop on Architectural Research Prototyping (WARP
2015). Portland, Oregon, USA, June 14, 2015. url: http://www.csl.cornell.edu/warp2015.
http://www.csl.cornell.edu/warp2015/abstracts/hindborg-akvario-warp2015.pdf.
[80] Nicklas Bo Jensen, Niklas Quarfot Nielsen, Gregory L. Lee, Sven Karlsson, Matthew
LeGendre, Martin Schulz, and Dong H. Ahn. “A Scalable Prescriptive Parallel Debugging Model”. In: Proc. of IEEE International Parallel and Distributed Processing Symposium.
Hyderabad, India, May 25–27, 2015. url: http://www.ipdps.org.
Debugging is a critical step in the development of any parallel program. However, the traditional interactive debugging model, where users manually step through code and inspect their application, does
not scale well even for current supercomputers due its centralized nature. While lightweight debugging
models, which have been proposed as an alternative, scale well, they can currently only debug a subset
of bug classes. We therefore propose a new model, which we call prescriptive debugging, to fill this gap
between these two approaches. This user-guided model allows programmers to express and test their
debugging intuition in a way that helps to reduce the error space. Based on this debugging model we
introduce a prototype implementation embodying this model, the DySectAPI, allowing programmers
to construct probe trees for automatic, event-driven debugging at scale. In this paper we introduce the
concepts behind DySectAPI and, using both experimental results and analytical modelling, we show
that the DySectAPI implementation can run with a low overhead on current systems. We achieve a
logarithmic scaling of the prototype and show predictions that even for a large system the overhead of
the prescriptive debugging model will be small.

[81] Nicklas Bo Jensen, Pascal Schleuniger, Andreas Hindborg, Maxwell Walter, and
Sven Karlsson. “Experiences with Compiler Support for Processors with Exposed Pipelines”.
In: Proc. of the 22nd Reconfigurable Architectures Workshop (RAW 2015). Hyderabad, India,
May 25, 2015. url: http://www.ece.lsu.edu/vaidy/raw.
Field programmable gate arrays, FPGAs, have become an attractive implementation technology for a
broad range of computing systems. We recently proposed a processor architecture, Tinuso, which achieves
high performance by moving complexity from hardware to the compiler tool chain. This means that the
compiler tool chain must handle the increased complexity. However, it is not clear if current production
compilers can successfully meet the strict constraints on instruction order and generate efficient object
code. In this paper, we present our experiences developing a compiler backend using the GNU Compiler
Collection, GCC. For a set of C benchmarks, we show that a Tinuso implementation with our GCC
backend reaches a relative speedup of up to 1.73 over a similar Xilinx Micro Blaze configuration while
using 30% fewer hardware resources. While our experiences are generally positive, we expose some
limitations in GCC that need to be addressed to achieve the full performance potential of Tinuso.

[82] Lisowski Karol and Andrzej Czyżewski. “Complexity Analysis of the Pawlak’s Flowgraph
Extension for Re-Identification in Multi-Camera Surveillance System”. In: Multimedia Tools and
Applications 75.17 (May 26, 2015), pp. 10495–10511. issn: 1380-7501. doi: 10.1007/s11042015-2652-z.
The idea of Pawlak’s flowgraph turned out to be a useful and convenient container for a knowledge
of objects’ behaviour and movements within the area observed with a multi-camera surveillance system. Utilization of the flowgraph for modelling behaviour admittedly requires certain extensions and
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enhancements, but it allows for combining many rules into a one data structure and for obtaining parameters describing how objects tend to move through the supervised area. The main aim of this article
is presentation of the complexity analysis of proposed modification of flowgraphs. This analysis contains
considerations of issues such as memory efficiency and computational complexity of operations on the
flowgraph. The measures related to space and time efficiency were also included.

[83] Lisowski Karol and Andrzej Czyżewski. “Pawlak’s Flow Graph Extensions for Video
Surveillance Systems”. In: Proc of the 10th International Symposium Advances in Artificial
Intelligence and Applications (AAIA 2015). Lodz, Poland, Sept. 13–16, 2015. url: https :
//fedcsis.org/2015/aaia.
The idea of the Pawlak’s flow graphs is applicable to many problems in various fields related to decision
algorithms or data mining. The flow graphs can be used also in the video surveillance systems. Especially
in distributed multi-camera systems which are problematic to be handled by human operators because of
their limited perception. In such systems automated video analysis needs to be implemented. Important
part of this analysis is tracking object within a single camera and between cameras’ fields of vision. One of
element needed to re-identify the single real object besides object’s visual features and spatiotemporal
dependencies between cameras is a behaviour model. The flow graph after some modifications, is a
suitable data structure, which concept is based on the rough set theory, to contained as a behaviour
model in it. Additionally, the flow graph can be used to predict the future movement of given object.
In this paper a survey of authors research works related to employing flowgraphs in video surveillance
systems is contained. The flow graph creation based on the paths of objects inside supervised area will
presented. Moreover, a method of building a probability tree on the basis of the flow graph and a method
for adapting the flowgraph to the changing topology of the camera network are also discussed.

[84] Valentin Koblar, Martin Pečar, Klemen Gantar, Tea Tušar, and Bogdan Filipič.
“Determining Surface Roughness of Semifinished Products Using Computer Vision and Machine
Learning”. In: Proceedings of the 18th International Multiconference Information Society (IS
2015). Vol. A. Ljubljana, Slovenia, Oct. 5, 2015, pp. 51–54.
In the production of components for various industries, including automotive, monitoring of surface
roughness is one of the key quality control procedures since achieving appropriate surface quality is
necessary for reliable functioning of the manufactured components. This study deals with the task
of determining the surface roughness of semifinished products and proposes a computer-vision-based
method for this purpose. To automate the design of the method, machine learning is used to induce
suitable predictive models from the captured product images, and evolutionary computation to tune the
computer vision algorithm parameters. The resulting method allows for accurate online determination
of roughness quality classes and shows a potential for online prediction of roughness values.

[85] P.-V. Mekikis, E. Kartsakli, A. Lalos, A. Antonopoulos, L. Alonso, and C. Verikoukis. “Connectivity of Large-Scale WSNs in Fading Environments under Different Routing
Mechanisms”. In: Proc. of IEEE Int. Conference on Communications (ICC 2015). London, UK,
June 8–12, 2015. url: http://icc2015.ieee-icc.org.
As the number of nodes in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) increases, new challenges have to be faced
in order to maintain their performance. A fundamental requirement of several applications is the correct
transmission of the measurements to their final destinations. Thus, it is crucial to guarantee a high
probability of connectivity, which characterizes the ability of every node to report to the fusion center.
This network metric is strongly affected by both the fading characteristics and the different routing
protocols that are used for the dissemination of data. In this paper, we study the probability of a
network to be fully connected for two widely employed routing mechanisms, namely unicast and Kanycast. The analytical derivations and the simulations evaluate the trade-offs among the different
routing mechanisms and provide useful guidelines on the design of WSNs.
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[86] Anca Molnos. “SoC Energy Management via Feedback Control for Data Parallel Applications
with Throughput Constraints”. In: MPSoC 2015. Ventura Beach, California, USA, July 13–17,
2015. url: http://www.mpsoc-forum.org/speakers/anca_molnos.html.
[87] Anca Molnos. System-Level Energy Management in Many-Core Systems Utilising Distributed
Speed-Power Controllers. Invited Lecture at COOLCHIPS 2015 (XVIIIth IEEE Symposium
on Low-Power and High-Speed Chips). Yokohama, Japan, Apr. 13, 2015. url: http://www.
coolchips.org/2015.
[88] Anca Molnos, Warody Lombardi, Suzanne Lesecq, Julien Mottin, Diego Puschini,
and Arnaud Tonda. “Energy Management via PI Control for Data Parallel Applications with
Throughput Constraints”. In: Proc. of the 25th International Workshop on Power and Timing
Modeling, Optimization and Simulation (PATMOS 2015). Salvador da Bahia, Brazil, Sept. 1–4,
2015. url: https://hal-cea.archives-ouvertes.fr/cea-01235184.
This paper presents a new proportional-integral (PI) controller that sets the operating point of computing
tiles in a system on chip (SoC). We address data-parallel applications with throughput constraints. The
controller settings are investigated for application configurations with different QoS levels and different
buffer sizes. The control method is evaluated on a test chip with four tiles executing a realistic HMAX
object recognition application. Experimental results suggest that the proposed controller outperforms
the state-of-the-art results: it attains, on average, 25% less number of frequency switches and has slightly
higher energy savings. The reduction in number of frequency switches is important because it decreases
the involved overhead. In addition, the PI controller meets the throughput constraint in cases where
other approaches fail.

[89] Jesper Puge Nielsen, Maxwell Walter, and Sven Karlsson. “Designing a Lock-free Virtual Memory Management System”. In: Proc. of the Swedish Workshop on Multicore Computing
(MCC 2015). Copenhagen, DK, Nov. 25–26, 2015. url: http://mcc15.compute.dtu.dk.
Operating system developers must turn to new techniques to maintain scalability as the number of cores
controlled by the operating system grows. Traditional lock based system design has proven to be easy
to implement, but their performance fails to scale with the number of cores. In this paper we present
the design of a virtual memory management system for a multi-core operating system. The system is
designed without the use of locks. Instead, atomic operations are used to synchronize between threads.
We discuss the challenges of designing a lock-free virtual memory management system, and present
the solutions we have chosen. These includes a flat virtual address space design supporting lock-free
concurrent modifications, and a new algorithm for sharing physical page frames between processes,
without using locks to synchronize new physical page frame mappings and concurrent reclamation of
physical page frames. We have implemented our design for the AMD64 architecture and evaluated it by
comparing it to a lock based implementation.

[90] Fabio Poiesi and Andrea Cavallaro. “Distributed Vision-Based Flying Cameras to Film a
Moving Target”. In: Proc. of International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS
2015). Hambourg, Germany, Sept. 28–Oct. 2, 2015. url: http://www.iros2015.org.
Formations of camera-equipped quadrotors (flying cameras) have the actuation agility to track moving
targets from multiple viewing angles. In this paper we propose an infrastructure-free distributed control
method for multiple flying cameras tracking a moving object. The proposed vision-based servoing can
deal with noisy and missing target observations, accounts for quadrotor oscillations and does not require
an external positioning system. The flight direction of each camera is inferred via geometric derivation,
and the formation is maintained by employing a distributed algorithm that uses the target position
information on the camera plane and the position of neighboring flying cameras. Simulations show that
the proposed solution enables the tracking of a moving target by the cameras flying in formation despite
noisy target detections and when the target is outside some of the fields of view.
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[91] Fabio Poiesi and Andrea Cavallaro. “Self-positioning of a team of flying smart cameras”.
In: IEEE Proc. of Intelligent Sensors, Sensor Networks and Information Processing (ISSNIP
2015). Singapore, Apr. 7–9, 2015. url: http://www.gem5.org/User_workshop_2015.
Quadcopters are highly maneuverable and can provide an effective means for an agile dynamic positioning of sensors such as cameras. In this paper we propose a method for the self-positioning of a team
of camera-equipped quadcopters (flying cameras) around a moving target. The self-positioning task is
driven by the maximization of the monitored surface of the moving target based on a dynamic flight
model combined with a collision avoidance algorithm. Each flying camera only knows the relative distance of neighboring flying cameras and its desired position with respect to the target. Given a team
of up to 12 flying cameras, we show they can achieve a stable time-varying formation around a moving
target without collisions.

[92] Tiana Rakotovao, Julien Mottin, Diego Puschini, and Christian Laugier. “Real-Time
Power-Efficient Integration of Multi-Sensor Occupancy Grid on Many-Core”. In: The 2015 IEEE
International Workshop on Advanced Robotics and its Social Impacts (ARSO 2015). Lyon,
France, July 1–3, 2015. url: http://arso2015.inria.fr.
Safe Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) will emerge when comprehensive perception systems will be successfully
integrated into vehicles. Advanced perception algorithms, estimating the position and speed of every obstacle in the environment by using data fusion from multiple sensors, were developed for AV prototypes.
Computational requirements of such application prevent their integration into AVs on current low-power
embedded hardware. However, recent emerging many-core architectures offer opportunities to fulfill the
automotive market constraints and efficiently support advanced perception applications. This paper,
explores the integration of the occupancy grid multi-sensor fusion algorithm into low power many-core
architectures. The parallel properties of this function are used to achieve real-time performance at lowpower consumption. The proposed implementation achieves an execution time of 6.26 ms, 6 x faster
than typical sensor output rates and 9 x faster than previous embedded prototypes.

[93] Michal Tarkowski, Przemysław Woźnica, and Łukasz Kulas. “Efficient Algorithm for
Blinking LED Detection Dedicated to Embedded Systems Equipped with High Performance
Cameras”. In: Proc. of International Conference on Computer as a Tool (EUROCON 2015).
Salamanca, Spain, Sept. 8–11, 2015. url: http://eurocon2015.usal.es.
This paper presents the concept and implementation of an efficient algorithm for detection of blinking
LED or similar signal sources. Algorithm is designed for embedded devices equipped with high performance cameras being a part of an indoor positioning embedded system. An algorithm to be implemented
in such a system should be efficient in terms of computational power what is hard to be achieved when
large amount of data from camera devices have to be processed. Together with increasing number of MPs
(Megapixels) of camera sensor the possibility of accurate detection of LED signal source also increases,
especially when the distance between the source and a camera is long. High number of FPS (Frames Per
Second) is necessary if the time period for optical signal transmission have to be short. This condition is
important for high detection and identification speed and also makes the whole system less sensitive to
tracked object motion and changes in the scene. The cost of these advantages is larger amount of data
to be processed by a computation unit what can cause a problem, when the system needs to work in
close to real time conditions. In the paper the proposed efficient algorithm for blinking LED detection
is described and experimental results are presented as the evaluation of algorithm performance.

[94] Michael Tchagaspanian. Smart Image Sensor for Advanced Use and New Applications. Invited speaker at Advanced Concepts for Intelligent Vision Systems (ACIVS 2015). Catania,
Italy, Nov. 16, 2015. url: http://acivs.org/acivs2015.
Multimedia applications such as video compression, image processing, face recognition, run now on embedded platforms. The huge computing power needed is provided by the evolution of the transistor
density and by using specialized accelerators. These accelerators are supported by multimedia instructions set. Using these complex instructions can be a nightmare for the engineer because there are many
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ways to program it, quality of the compiler support can be random depending on the couple compiler/platform and worse, performances can be data dependent. Using libraries can be an option if such
libraries exist and provide enough performances. In this talk, l will illustrate the difficulty to generate
binary code for this application domain by practical example of code generation. Then I will show a tool
deGoal which is developed in house to resolve these problems.

[95] Tea Tušar and Bogdan Filipič. “Visualization of Pareto Front Approximations in Evolutionary Multiobjective Optimization: A Critical Review and the Prosection Method”. In: IEEE
Transactions on Evolutionary Computation 19.2 (Mar. 27, 2015), pp. 225–245. doi: 10.1109/
TEVC.2014.2313407.
In evolutionary multiobjective optimization, it is very important to be able to visualize approximations
of the Pareto front (called approximation sets) that are found by multiobjective evolutionary algorithms. While scatter plots can be used for visualizing 2-D and 3-D approximation sets, more advanced
approaches are needed to handle four or more objectives. This paper presents a comprehensive review
of the existing visualization methods used in evolutionary multiobjective optimization, showing their
outcomes on two novel 4-D benchmark approximation sets. In addition, a visualization method that
uses prosection (projection of a section) to visualize 4-D approximation sets is proposed. The method
reproduces the shape, range, and distribution of vectors in the observed approximation sets well and
can handle multiple large approximation sets while being robust and computationally inexpensive. Even
more importantly, for some vectors, the visualization with prosections preserves the Pareto dominance
relation and relative closeness to reference points. The method is analyzed theoretically and demonstrated on several approximation sets.

[96] Özge Ünel and Toygar Akgün. “OpenCL Implementation of Mean Shift Algorithm with
Performance Comparisons on Discrete and Embedded ”. In: Proc. of Advanced Concepts for
Intelligent Vision Systems (ACIVS 2015). Catania, Italy, Oct. 26–29, 2015. url: http : / /
acivs.org/acivs2015.
[97] Sven Verdoolaege, Tobias Grosser, and Albert Cohen. “Polyhedral AST Generation is
More than Scanning Polyhedra”. In: ACM TOPLAS 37.4 (July 2015), 12:1–12:50. issn: 01640925. doi: 10.1145/2743016. url: http://toplas.acm.org.
[98] Maxwell Walter, Jesper Puge Nielsen, and Sven Karlsson. “Efficient Communication
Using Ring Buffers – Early Results”. In: Proc. of the Swedish Workshop on Multicore Computing
(MCC 2015). Copenhagen, DK, Nov. 25–26, 2015. url: http://mcc15.compute.dtu.dk.
Communication is a vital concern to modern multiprocessor and multi-core systems, as communication
between threads and processes on different cores can quickly become a performance bottle-neck. In
addition, most communication mechanisms require synchronization protocols that are complicated to
get right, further degrading performance. We propose a communication mechanism, based on shared
memory, with built-in synchronization protocols. We model our communication structures, which we call
ring buffers, around the communication mechanisms observed between current hardware and software
systems. While our ring buffers are not operating system specific, we have designed our multi-core
research operating system, FenixOS, around them. This makes communication a fundamental system
component and allows us to provide efficient communication between threads, processes, the kernel,
and device drivers. In this paper we describe our preliminary work on our ring buffer structures. We
also provide early results comparing our ring buffers against several other common communication
mechanisms, as well as a Linux ring buffer implementation.

[99] Maxwell Walter, Pascal Schleuniger, Andreas Erik Hindborg, Carl Christian Kjaergaard, Nicklas Bo Jensen, and Sven Karlsson. “Experiences Implementing Tinuso in
gem5”. In: Second gem5 User Workshop. Portland, Oregon, USA, June 14, 2015. url: http:
//www.wikicfp.com/cfp/servlet/event.showcfp?eventid=40892&copyownerid=70108.
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In recent years, high performance computing systems have started to make use of FPGA based hardware
accelerators to improve performance and power properties. While FPGAs are becoming more competitive
in terms of speed, power efficiency, and logic capacity, the effort required to program these heterogeneous
systems has limited their impact. To address these issues, our lab has developed Tinuso, which is is a
lightweight processor architecture we designed and optimized for implementation on FPGAs. Tinuso
is designed to be multi-core and configurable for specific applications. To identify an ideal multi-core
configuration for an application, we need a powerful simulation environment that can efficiently explore
the design space. We use gem5 as our simulation platform, and have added support for our processor
architecture. For Tinuso, we follow a hardware/software co-design approach in order to keep the hardware
resource usage low. This results in processor cores that deliver significantly higher performance while
requiring fewer hardware resources than commer- cial processor implementations. However, Tinuso is in
many ways different from other processor architectures. To maintain high operating frequencies Tinuso
includes a large number of delay slots; four for standard branch instructions. Tinuso also includes delay
slots on other instructions, where the result is not available for a number of cycles after the instruction
has been executed. To complicate matters, certain instruction patterns have a different number of delay
slots. For example, the compare instruction normally has two delay slots, but only one when followed
by a branch. We have modified the gem5 in-order CPU model to support a dynamic commit delay. This
allows us to fetch instructions in the proper order, which maintains cache behavior, but still simulate
the behavior of Tinuso?s delay slots. Along the way, we have found gem5 to be a very flexible platform
that we have been able to use for our design space exploration and compiler verification.

Publications of Y4
[100] Adrian Galdran, Javier Vazquez-Corral, David Pardo, and Marcelo Bertalmío.
“Fusion-Based Variational Image Dehazing”. In: IEEE Signal Processing Letters (Apr. 30, 2017).
Accepted for publication. issn: 1070-9908. url: https : / / signalprocessingsociety . org /
publications- resources/ieee- signal- processing- letters/ieee- signal- processingletters.
[101] Ángel Álvarez, Iñigo Ugarte, Patricia Martínez, and Víctor Fernández. “HW-SW
Codesign of a Positioning System: From UML to Implementation Case Study”. In: Proc. of
XXXIth conference on Design of Circuits and Integrated Systems (DCIS 2016). Grenada, Spain,
Nov. 23–25, 2016. url: http://electronica.ugr.es/dcis2016.
[102] Andrea Cavallaro. Autonomous robotic cameras for collaborative target localization. Invited
talk at IEEE AVSS 2016 Workshop on Surveillance for Location-aware Data Protection. Colorado Springs, CO, USA, Aug. 23, 2016. url: http://jventura.net/sldp16/.
[103] Andrea Cavallaro. Camera coalitions. Invited talk at IEEE-EURASIP Summer School on
Signal Processing (S3P-2016). Trento, IT, Sept. 4–10, 2016. url: http://www.s3p-2016.it.
Cameras are everywhere. Miniature high-quality cameras are increasingly worn by people, mounted on
dashboards and micro-drones, omnipresent in hallways, streets and stores; and in your smartphone.
Countless applications will benefit from the capabilities offered by networks of wireless cameras that
can autonomously sense, compute, decide and communicate. These networks are composed of cameras
whose algorithms need to adapt in response to unknown or dynamic environments and to changes in the
assigned task. In this lecture I will present recent methods for cameras to move and to interact locally
based on content and context, and to form coalitions that reach coordinated decisions under resource
and physical constraints. I will discuss how cameras self-evaluate their performance and improve the
quality of the task they are executing through collaboration, adaptively.

[104] Andrea Cavallaro. Distributed Visual Processing. Tutorial at IEEE International Conference
on Image Processing. Phoenix, USA, Sept. 25–28, 2016. url: http://www.s3p-2016.it.
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This tutorial will cover fundamental aspects, challenges and current solutions in distributed visual processing using networks of self-organising wired and wireless smart cameras, with applications in robotics,
security and the Internet-of-Things. The tutorial sets forth the state-of-the-art in state estimation and
coalition formation for distributed smart cameras. The tutorial will discuss and demonstrate the latest
algorithms with a unified and comprehensive coverage. Using practical examples and illustration as support, the tutorial will introduce the participants in a discussion of the advantages and the limitations
of traditional and modern approaches for synchronisation, distributed estimation and distributed processing for decision making and actuation in camera networks. Recent methods will be presented that
allow cameras to move and to interact locally forming coalitions adaptively in order to provide coordinated decisions under resource and physical constraints. The tutorial will also discuss how cameras may
learn to improve their performance. I will conclude the tutorial by introducing a collection of software
resources to help the attendees develop and test distributed signal processing algorithms for wireless
smart cameras.

[105] Andrea Cavallaro. Smart Cameras and Privacy. Invited talk at IC1206 Training School: Deidentification for Privacy Protection in Multimedia Content. Limassol, Cyprus, Oct. 7–11, 2016.
url: http://cyprusconferences.org/ic1206.
[106] Andrea Cavallaro. Smart Vision Meets Communication. Invited talk at Advanced Concepts
for Intelligent Vision Systems 2016. Lecce, Italy, Oct. 24–27, 2016. url: http://acivs.org/
acivs2016/.
[107] Andrzej Czyżewski. “Hanging Intelligent Road Sign”. Patent W.125159 (Poland). Gdańsk
University of Technology. May 2016.
[108] Andrzej Czyżewski and Józef Kotus. “Sound Intensity Probe”. Patent W.125097 (Poland).
Gdańsk University of Technology. May 2016.
[109] François Duhem. Thales and the COPCAMS project: Efficient design of heterogeneous hardware and application optimization. Poster presented at the “Embedded Vision Summit”. Santa
Clara, California, USA, May 2–4, 2016. url: http://www.embedded-vision.com/summit.
[110] Isah A. Lawal, Fabio Poiesi, David Anguita, and Andrea Cavallaro. “Support Vector
Motion Clustering”. In: IEEE Trans. on Circuits and Systems for Video Technology 99 (June 13,
2016). issn: 1051-8215. doi: 10.1109/TCSVT.2016.2580401.
We present a closed-loop unsupervised clustering method for motion vectors extracted from highly
dynamic video scenes. Motion vectors are assigned to non-convex homogeneous clusters characterizing direction, size and shape of regions with multiple independent activities. The proposed method is
based on Support Vector Clustering (SVC). Cluster labels are propagated over time via incremental
learning. The proposed method uses a kernel function that maps the input motion vectors into a high
dimensional space to produce non-convex clusters. We improve the mapping effectiveness by quantifying
feature similarities via a blend of position and orientation affinities. We use the Quasiconformal Kernel Transformation to boost the discrimination of outliers. The temporal propagation of the clusters?
identities is achieved via incremental learning based on the concept of feature obsolescence to deal with
appearing and disappearing features. Moreover, we design an on-line clustering performance prediction
algorithm used as a feedback (closed-loop) that refines the cluster model at each frame in an unsupervised manner. We evaluate the proposed method on synthetic datasets and real-world crowded videos,
and show that our solution outperforms state-of-the-art approaches.

[111] Ivan Llopard. “Programming Embedded Manycore: Refinement and Optimizing Compilation
of a Parallel Action Language for Hierarchical State Machines”. Docteur de l’Université Pierre &
Marie Curie, Paris. École doctorale informatique, télécommunications et électronique (EDITE),
Apr. 26, 2016. url: https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/tel-01350506.
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Modeling languages propose convenient abstractions and transformations to handle the complexity of
today’s embedded systems. Based on the formalism of Hierarchical State Machine, they enable the
expression of hierarchical control parallelism. However, they face two importants challenges when it
comes to model data-intensive applications: no unified approach that also accounts for data-parallel
actions; and no effective code optimization and generation flows. In this thesis, we propose a modeling
language extended with parallel action semantics and hierarchical indexed-state machines suitable for
computationally intensive applications. Together with its formal semantics, we present an optimizing
model compiler aiming for the generation of efficient data-parallel implementations.

[112] Ivan Llopard, Christian Fabre, and Albert Cohen. “From a Formalized Parallel Action
Language to its Efficient Code Generation”. In: ACM Transactions on Embedded Computing
Systems ? (Sept. 1, 2016), ? issn: 1539-9087. doi: 10.1145/0000000.0000000.
Modeling languages propose convenient abstractions and transformations to handle the complexity of s
embedded systems. Based on the formalism of Hierarchical State Machine, they enable the expression
of hierarchical control parallelism. However, they face two importants challenges when it comes to
model data-intensive applications: no unified approach that also accounts for data-parallel actions; and
no effective code optimization and generation flows. We propose a modeling language extended with
parallel action semantics and hierarchical indexed-state machines suitable for computationally intensive
applications. Together with its formal semantics, we present an optimizing model compiler aiming for
the generation of efficient data-parallel implementations.

[113] Patricia Martínez and Eugenio Villar. “Positioning System for Recreated Reality Applications Implemented on a Multi-Processing Embedded System”. In: I Jornadas de Computaciòn
Empotrada y Reconfigurable (JCER 2016). JCER is part of the “Jornadas SARTECO”. Salamanca, Spain, Sept. 14–16, 2016. url: http://www.jornadassarteco.org.
[114] Anca Molnos, Suzanne Lesecq, Julien Mottin, and Diego Puschini. “Investigation of
Q-learning applied to DVFS management of a System-on-Chip”. In: Proc. of 4th IFAC International Conference on Intelligent Control and Automation Sciences. Reims, France, June 1–
3, 2016. url: http : / / www . ifac - control . org / events / intelligent - control - and automation-sciences-4th-icons-2016.
[115] Raheeb Muzaffar, Vladimir Vukadinovic, and Andrea Cavallaro. “Rate-adaptive Multicast Video Streaming from Teams of Micro Aerial Vehicles”. In: Proc. of IEEE Int. Conference on
Robotics and Automation. Stockholm, Sweden, May 16–21, 2016. url: http://www.icra2016.
org.
Video multicasting from cameras mounted on Micro Aerial Vehicles (MAVs) is desirable for applications
such as search and rescue, surveillance and disaster management. Because of the mobility of the video
sources and the high datarate of videos, the transmission rate should be adapted to the task at hand.
Rate-adaptive video multicast streaming in 802.11 requires wireless link estimation as well as frequent
feedback from multiple receivers. We propose an application layer rate-adaptive video multicast streaming framework using 802.11 adhoc network that is applicable when both the sender and the receiver nodes
are mobile. The receiver nodes of a multicast group are dynamically elected based on their changing link
conditions to gain feedback. An Application Layer Video Multicast Gateway (ALVM-GW) adapts the
transmission rate and the video encoding rate based on the received feedback. Emulation results show
that the proposed approach has balanced performance in terms of goodput, delay and packet loss.

[116] Raheeb Muzaffar, Evsen Yanmaz, Christian Bettstetter, and Andrea Cavallaro.
“Application-layer rate-adaptive multicast video streaming over 802.11 for mobile devices”. In:
Proc. of ACM Multimedia. Amsterdam, The Netherlands, Oct. 15–19, 2016. url: http://www.
acmmm.org/2016.
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Multicast video streaming over IEEE 802.11 is unreliable due to the lack of feedback from receivers.
High data rates and variable link conditions require feedback from the receivers for link estimation to
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